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The verk dese~ibed in this thesis ~ms eorricd out in 
the Londonderry Laboratory for Radio.Chemistry, UnivGrsity 
of Durham~ betBaen October;l949, and SepteBbor,l953~ tho 
first two years work being under the supervision of 
The thesis. is eonee~ned ~th ttro separate problems, but 
eaeh problem involves ~he application of the same tachnique 
of miero~gas ans1ysis, and the extraction, purification and 
meas~ament of micro-quantities of helium and neon is common 
to both problems. 
Earlier 'f!O:t .. k in the field of heli'UM and neon analysis 
: J • 
is briefly revieued; and a full description or the modcTn h0lium 
appa~at~s is given in the last ~hapter. 
The first problem involved the chemical analysis of upper 
ai'mosp.b.eX>e air samplas from heights ranging bet't16c:Jn 50 kms. 
and 94 kms. obtained in the u.s.A. by means of V-2 @nd Aerobee 
rockets• These samples were analysed for their holi'UW, neon, 
argon~ nitrogen and oxygen contents. It h~s long boon thoucht 
thatt if a completely still region of the atmosphere exists, 
some diffusive separation of the l:T.ghter rrorn the heavier gnses 
ought to take place. In the present uorltr; it uas found \~hat» 
in all the samples from abovo about 60 krns.height, a definite 
enrichment in helium and fieon had taken place, tJhile a deficit in 
argon was observed. ln the ease ot the highest suaple, the 
. inc~ as a in· the proportion of h<:~lium l-ms nearly 300;1 eomp~rod 
with the proportion at ground level~ the increase in the proport-
ion of neon was 40%~ and the decrGase in the propor\Jion of argon 
was 18%. At first sight, it seemed as if diffusive separation 
might have been provedp but a full consideration of all tho 
a~ailable data does not confirm this vieu. The diameter of tho 
intake tube of each bo'G·~lo t'ms made large (3ems) compared t·rlth 
the mean free path of the gas molGeUlas at the relevant.heic;hts, 
in order to avoid m~ss discrimination and effusive sop@.l't!.tion. 
Hottre"tter, .. 1 t appears · tQat a me.thonatic~l t:r:oeatment beocd on v.n 
effusive separation process having taken place in the neck of the 
bottle gives a m~ch better fit to the observed results than a 
treatment based on a diffusive separation p~ocess. The fact 
tha.t. the bottlos did not even fill 't1i th air to the ambient 
p:ressure of the outside atmosphere during the 5 second sampling 
interval, let &lone the mueh hiehe:r rruft pressure, thus indicating 
that air must still have been flowing into tho bottles at the 
time of sealing the intake tube, ~ms the.salient ~oint in 
indi¢at1ng.that an ~ffusive s~p~~tion might. be ~cltina pl~cc, 
·since·the expected. filling time should be about one-tenth of a 
. . 
secon~, · It is possible that some ~erodynamie "ehoking 11 ·of the 
intalie · tube c.t the supersonic speeds concerned hos ta1~0n placa, 
The conclusion must be dral1n that there is no evidence to indicate 
any onset of a diffusive separation of the gases in the earth's 
atmosphere Up to the highest point· reach~~ (94 lms) in these 
experiments, 
The second problem was the investigation of 'i:;ho 3no and4Ho 
content of iron meteorites, in order to determine uhethor cosmic 
radiation on meteorites in outer space produces any appreciable 
part of their helium content by disruption of the iron nuclei. 
AlsQ, an investigation of sevoral iron meteorites of varying 
sizes \'laS undertaken in order to look for any variation in the 
helium content at different depths in the· same meteorite, since 
:t t: is to be expected. the.t the· ra.to of helium production by cormic 
radiation should deerQas~ uith.inereesing depth, that is, wltb: 
ine1'teasing· "absorber thieknassn. 
·Th~ 3ae~e ratios, ~nd ~he total. heli~ content of fot~teen 
' ' ' . 
diffa:rent meteorites was determined. The "Depth Ef'fect 11 ims 
clearly demonstrated 'l'tith the large meteorite "Carbo". A 
. 
math,matieaJ. treatment of the theoretically expected helium 
. . ' . . . . 
production by cosmic radiation at varying depths in different 
. ' . . . 
. ' 
sizes of iron spheres has been fitted to the results obtained, 
. . . . ' . . . 
. . 
and .found to be in good agreement. A theoretical treatrnen.t has 
. ' . . 
also been fitted to the measured variation in the 3ne~e ratio 
trlth increasing depth in 11Carboi'• The final conclusion 'Hhich · 
.... . 
' ' 
can be drat1n is that ~he major part of the helium in meteorites 
is produced by cosmic radiation, and, in conjunction with 
. ' determinations or the uranium and thorium contents of the 
meteorite~ carried out in these laboratories, probable ages have 
been calculated by the £tHelium Method"• It saems that the 
maximum age of meteorites is very mueh lot-rer than the praviously 
aecepted maximum age of ?000 million years, and, in feet• less 
than the present value for the age of the earth and of the 
universe. 
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C H A P T E R I. 
Section I. - Introduction. 
· The 'b~:fii't operation involved in the probleMs investigated 
during work for this thesis is the extraction, purification, 
and;measurement of extrefl!ely small quantities of helium, usually 
of the order of 10-? ccs. to 10-6 ccs. In one ,roble~, se~ll 
quanti ties of neon and argon t.,rere also measured. 
'rhe first investigation l:ras concerned 'Hi th the heliUID 
content of meteorites, firstly, in conjunction uith uranium and 
thofium measursments, to determine the ages, or to check previom 
values and, secondly, to clarify the position uith regard to tho 
possible production of helium in meteorites by cos~ic rays. 
Tt~o methods of investigation ~ore tried. The first t~s to 
fin~ out if any 3ne ~ms contained in meteoric helium s~Bples, 
since it ~ms expected that 3ne as well as 4ne would be arnone.the 
I 
pro~ucts from iron nuclei disrupted by cosmic radiation. The 
secpnd \'laS to look for any decrease in helium content ui th 
increasing depth belm-1 the surf0ee of meteorite saf11ples, since it 
t.,ras expected that the cosmic ray flux ·t-rould decrease trl th 
increasing absorber thickness. 
The second probleB t~s the analysis of stratosphere air 
samples obtained in the u.s.A. by means of V'2 and Aerobee rocV.ets 
at altitudes up to 100 l<ms. In this c~se, the percentages of 
helium, neon, argon, nitrogen and oxygen trere determined, in 
order to investigate the pp sibility of gravitational separ~tion 
.:·, U;;tVEJie,, 
· ~ c: £;/Of r'lp 
' :!::c !953· " 
... 2 .... 
of these gases in the earth.'s atmosphere • 
. The earlier "'ork in these tuo fields is briefly revieued. 
Section 2 - Historical Backgrotmd. 
: In 1928, Paneth and his collaborators had constructed 
apparatus ~mich; by spectroscopic means, was capeble of detectina 
quantities of helium and neon do~m to 1o•lOccs (1). Briefly, 
all the gases present in air except helium, neon, and hydrogen, 
.. 
were adsorbed on charcoal cooled in liquid air. The hydrogen 
l'ras then removed from the heliurn•neon mixture by blli'ning it to 
water in a palladium furnace in the presence of excess oxygen, 
the remaining oxygen adsorbed on charcoal cooled in liquid ~ir 
and the helium-neon mixture compressed in a r~cLeod gauge 
capillary tube, Hhich served to measure the absolute amount of 
the:' gases* The proportions of helium and neon in the mixture 
1·re~e then determined by comparing the relative strength of the 
characteristic spectral lines, using the McLeod capillary as a 
spectroscope tube, 
For determinations of meteoric helium the chief addition 
was that the larger quantities of hydrogen generated by acid 
dissolution of iron meteorites was mainly re~oved by heated 
calcium metal, the small proportion remaining then being treated 
in a palladium furnace. The accuracy of the method uas such 
that about lo-7 ccs. of helium could be measured with an error 
of ! 5'0%. The method had several disadvantages, probably the 
- 3 -
greatest being that the 't·.ralls of the capillary tube and the 
mercury itself 110uld soon become dirty due to the electrical 
discharge used to produce the spectral lines. Also, under the 
influence of a discharge, considerable quantities of hydrogen are 
driven out of glass under vacuum, and there is the danger of a 
lar~e proportion of the helium and neon being '~opped up" due to 
the :discharge driving them into the glass 1mlls. 
· In 1930; a hot 1-Jire manometer (Pirani gauge) 1·ras first used 
to rqeasure the helium and neon mixture instead of tho HcLeod 
gauge. The quantities of helium and ·neon mixture uhich lJEire 
measured varied from I Jc 10•8 ccs, uith an error of 50% to 
1 x 10·4 ccs. with an error or 1%• (2)3), 
Bettreen 1939 end 1942~ with about the same accur~cy, more 
anaiyses were done on iron meteoritas, and also the fieures for 
the.uranim and thoriut:1 contents of the :meteorite samples uero 
obt$.ined. From these, by the "Helium Age Method", uhich is more 
fully explained later (Page 8~), it was concluded that tho ~ge of 
the meteorite samples inv~stigated fell between seven thousand 
million years and one hundred thousand years (4). 
' A Fractionation column for the separation of helium and neon 
'\:las· first constructed a.bout 1939, and the amount of these gases 
then measured on a pirani ga.uge. t1i th a much improved apparatus 
(5'). Glttckauf investigated the composition of ground level air by 
means of samples obtained from many parts of the Hnrld, and 
found that the proportions of helium and neon uere geophysical 
constants, From air samples taken by means of sounding balloons, 
it seemed that a slight increase in helium content from heights 
betveen 20 and 30 krns. had been found, but in vie~ of more recent 
results, this effect mny probably be ascribed to helium being 
released from the glass ualls of the sample vessels. 
' 
' 
By this 
tim~~ the accilracy had also much improved, so that Saf.ilples of 
10-~ ccs. of helium and neon could be measured t-Jith an error of 
less than 1%. 
i 
Usually, about 20 ccs. N.T.P. of an air S&Eple 
wer~ available for analysis. 
' 
~ -In 1949, trffien tuo samples of stratosphere air from heights 
of 50 and 62 krnS• were analysed on the same apparatus as that 
mentioned above, no difference in helium, neon or argon 
percentages compared to those at ground level Here found (6)7). 
Nilson also investigated the helium contents of several 
meteorites 't-rith the same apparatus in an endeavour to find if eny 
variation in helium content existed Nith increase in depth from 
the surface of the meteorite. He found no evidence of this 
effect (8). 
Sertipp 3 - Iotroductipp to the ~1odern Helium Apparatus. 
' 
For the sake of compactness in presentation, and ease of 
re~ding, a very brief description of the apparatus is given here, 
ac:companied by a nblock schematic 11 diagram, e,nd a complete accoun' 
of the design and operation of the apparatus is given in the last 
chapter. 
. 
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BLOCK SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF APPARATUS 
... 5 .. 
For meteoz-ite.uork~ the first section of the apparatus 
· consists of a dissolving vessel; in which up to 10 grms. of an 
iron:m~teorite can be dissolved in potassium cupri-chloride 
. solution; uhieh has previously been freed f'l~orn dissolved 
atmo~pheric gases, in order to release the helium from the iron. 
In s,~ratospheric air investigations, this vessel is reple1ced by 
a pipette \7hich uill deliver ac-curately measured portions of the 
. ' . 
' given air sample~ 
The pure oxygen carrier gas is stored in a reserv-oir; and is 
used tn flush the extremely small quantities of helium to be 
measured from the dissolving ve.ssel or· air pipette, t·rhichever is 
bei~g used, into the circulating system. 
The circulating system consists of a gas circulating purnp, 
a palladium furnace, a water vapour trap, and a charcoal U-tube 
into Which the oxygen can be adsorbed to ~acilitate the transfer 
of gases from the dissolving vessel past a non-return valve.· 
The palladium furnace removes any hydrogen tmich may·be 
present (in excess of oxygen) from the dissolution of the 
me~eori te; or from the air sample, and the Hater vapour pre. sent 
is: trapped in the 'tjater trap. The rema~ning gases are then 
tqplered into the fractionating column, Hhich is designed to 
sepa:ra.te micl""o•quanti ties of helium and neon by a gas 
chromatographic method us¢ing hard nut charcoal cooled in liquid 
nitrogen .. 
.. 6 -
The fractionating column consists of 15 such charcoal tubes, 
each containing about o.s grms. of charcoal, connected; in series 
.,.4 
b~ t«:)pler pumpS·• The operation of the column has been made 
automatic. The oxygen carrier gas, along uith any nitrogen or 
argon that may be present in the case of stratospheric eir 
samp~es ,' is retained in the first charco?.l tube~ As the helit!m 
. ~· . and ,neon are then toplered throueh the .suecessive charcoal tubes; 
the ltt.Jo gases are separated·t and the he1ium .fraction; containing 
onlt about one half of one percent of neont emerges from the end 
. I 
of the columh first~ The neon fraction can be obtained :in a 
similar state of purity by fUI"ther topler:tng-
The next section comprises the measuring arrangement, Tuo 
pirani gauges, one the meas~ing instrument and the other, 
exactly similar• but remaining under vaeuum the Whole time to act 
as a compensatory arm; form tt-ro arms of a Wheatstone net. The 
gauges a.re deeply immersed in liquid nitrogeh for increased 
sensitivity and stability. The other tuo arms are fox=med by 
resistances, ohe fixed, the other variable to allou of' adjustment 
vJhen the helium or neon is admitted to the mG::Jsuring gGuge, the 
deflection of the galvonometer light spot on the scale gives a 
measure of the amount of gas present. Immediately after the 
I 
ur$nown amount of helium or neon has been pumped out of the gauge 
a,n. accurately knot·m amount of helium or neon, according to 
which is being measured, is put into the gauge from a carefully 
calibrated pipetting system, and, from the observed galvanometer· 
spot deflection; the unkno~m amount of helium is measured 
absolutely, 
... 7-
For the argon measure0ents~ the arnoQ~t of an air sample is 
first measured in the air pipette. Then the oxygen, together 
with any traces of hydroeen~ is reBoved by a heated copper spiral 
in the air pipette~ and the re~aining gas amount, containing 
nitrogen~ argon, helium, neon~ krypton and xenon, is rc-measured 
to determine the decrease due to oxygen loss. These gases are 
.then transferred into a barium furnace~ uhere the nitrogen is 
removed a.s barium nitride by heating barium metal in the f'vlrnace 
0 to about 800 c. leaving the argon unaffected. The argon is 
then transferred to the McLeod gauge section by adsorption on 
charcoal cooled in liquid n1 trogen, and the rerminine helioo and 
neon pumped off tv'hil.a th£J argon is retained on the charcoal. 
The amount of krypton and JCGJnon present is so small as to be.· 
unmea.sura.ble on this arrangement, 
and ~easured in the McLeod gauge,. 
!pprovemonts in the Anparatns• 
The argon is then released, 
, (i) Accuracy and fteptoducibility of Resu1ts. 
While the accuracy of the results quoted in Chapters I! 
and III of this thesis is about the same as that given by 
GlHckauf for similar uork (5), it should be pointed out the.t very 
much smaller amounts of air samples have been handled. l-fuercas 
Gluckauf had amounts of air of the order of 10 to 20 ccs. IJ.T.P. 
available~ helium and neon determinations have been carried out 
on: air samples as small as 6 x lo-3 ccs 1q.T.P. in the present 
"ttrork, ui th little sacrifice in accuracy .. 
... 8 ... 
10""7 ccs. of heliUl.!l or neon can be measured to an accuracy 
of better than 1%. 10•8 ccs. can be measured to an accuracy of 
1 or 2%. 
The volume of the fractionation column uas made smaller, and 
the number Of units increased· from tHeive to fifteen in ordGr to 
improve its officiency in separating heli~ and neon. 
~e pipetting system ~mich delivers accurately meast~ed 
amounts of helium and neon to enable the pi~ani gauge to be 
calibrated during each oxp~riment 'Has entirely ~e~designed, the 
range of voiumes uhich it uouid deliver was increased~ and its 
ace~a~; much improved, 
.. < i;t) §need Qf OperptiQQ• 
The fractionating column Has made auto:natic in order to 
save: the time previously devoted to manuai ope!ration, and allowed 
othe.r 'tllork to be carried on in the interval. Distinct 
imp~ovement was achieved in the dissolution of meteorite samples, 
in that quantitative dissolution l~ras achieved, and that, Hhereas, 
with the potassium cupri~ehloride reagent; 36 hours uere taken 
for dissolving 20 gramme samples of iron meteorites (9),in the 
present work the same weight of meteorite could be dissolved in 
5·to 10 minutes. The pirani gauge uas 2lso modified so that 
the t'ilament which had previously bee·n fixed uas now demountable 
for. repair, removing the necessity of making an entirely neu 
gauge. 
(iii) convenience. 
Finally, the apparatus ~as built so that all the separate 
sections ~ere brought together in one unit, in order to 
facilitate ease and accuracy of handling. 
+:;+=+=+ 
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C H A P T E R 2• 
Investig&tions into.'the chemical conposition of thG.Eerth's 
' ' ' I ' 
atmospJ;le,re began nearly tHo centuries e~o, Gnd the nmnes or· otmy 
great etiemists, Scheele• Priestly, Lavoisier, Cavendish, Gay~ 
Lussac; to mention only a few of the ~&rliest ones,·hevo b0en 
linked ·wi tb this 'tvorlr.. ~ince the beginning. of this centnry, 
it has been realised that \-re hQve to distinguish at least tuo 
different regions of the atmosphere, and probably more. 
Th~ eoraposi tion of the lot:rer region• the troposphere~ in 
vhich ~ll·meteoroloeical ehanges take place, is '~11 established 
I 
and uniform Hi th the exception of' water vapour. The only 
change$ are:minor and local, such as Bithdratml of oxygen·by 
plants, animals and industrial activities, emission oZ carbon-
dioxide byplants, and other gases by factories. 
However, the main fact of tropospheric chemistry is the 
uniformity of composition of dry air all over the earth's 
surface (5), and the constituents are givon in Teble 1. 
- 10 ... 
T A B L E 1~ 
~-· (,1 in alt lll! :sccl· . r ~~i~y 11cl.ltt (Q=lg) t~ ; :::: ~_i.goQl 
I 
Nitrogen+ ?8.-09 0.967. 28.016. 
Oxygeri; 20.95 1,.105. 32.000, 
Argon~· 0.93 1.375 39 .. 444 
Carbon..; 
dio~ide o.o3 1.529. 4J.: •• o1. 
Neon 1e82xl0-~ 0.695 20.,183. 
Helium., 5.24x~o- 0.1~8 4.003. Krypton. 1¥10 ... 2.8 8 83.? 
Hydrogen. ;xl0-5. o.o695. 2.016. 
Xenon. 8Jcl0'"'6 4.52~ 1~1.3 Ozone; I wo-6 1.62 o.ra.ooo 
·Radon 11 6x1o·l8 
i 
l Variable increasing with height. 
- ' 
·11 Variable . decreasing with height. 
' -
, When it was first observed that, above about 11 krn.height, 
(in :our latitudes) the temperature l"emains steauy at about 
219°K(""54°C) 1dth increasing height, it was supposed that no lnrgE 
' scale mixing could occur in such a region uithout temperature 
gra~ient, and th~ sp:pposedly calm layer was called the 
stratosphere. We now know.that this steady t~mperature only 
ex~ends up to about 25 Um., and from that height onuards, the 
temperature rises again to about 280°K at 50'km., falls to a 
minimum of about 190° K at 80 km. and finally rises steadily 
to,more than 1000°K (16). 
We elso knm~ that there is still large scale turbulence Hell 
above 11 km~ height sufficient to ensure thorough mixing of the 
atmospheric gases, as previous analyses of air samples up to 
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about 60 kms~ !?eight' snO\~ tl:mt thet>o' is no gl"mritation&l 
sa~a:ratio.n of the .heavier eases from. ·(;he ligh~er on~s (7~· •.. 
.. I~.it is ~mpo:rtance in ma~y f~elds o~ phys~cs e.nd. 
me~eoroiogy, t9 knot·r the co~position. of t~e s.tP1osphG~f!! to as ~eat 
htlights as possible .. " 
For e~amp~~' t~e expla~ation of tho 
outli~ed above~ presentS G very dif~icui"il 
meteordlog:tst· am·' theoretical physicist~ 
~amperature changes 
problem for the 
·A J~not1ledg0 of the 
chemical composition at the various heights is necessary, since 
the effect of solar radiation depends on ~he natnre'of the gases 
present. 
T.he height of maximum dentity of the ozone layer at 20 to · 
I 
2!)'kms.·, ~lith its probable production by photo-decomposition of 
oxygen molecules; the predominance of atomic oxygen over 
moieoul.ar oxygen Q.t heights of about l(>O km;. to 120 m; tbe 
prese~ce of atomic sodium an~nitrogen and the existence of soma 
oxideS of nitrogen at higher levels have bsen shol'm by spectre ... 
scopic methods 1 or thG light emitted by the aurora and the night 
sky •. (11) • But for an sccurate determination of most constituents 
ehemi:eal analysis is very necessary • 
. ' In this· connection, it may be ronarked that Hhile a 
preponderance of lighter gases may be expected at ereot n~titudes 
' evid~nce of spectroscopic·dnta of the Aurora shows no trace of 
either helium or hydrogen; but mainly oxygen and·nitrogen in 
atomic or molecular form. A publication by HeNan, houeve:r (12), 
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suggests ~hat a number of bands j_n the night sky may equally 
well be attributed to a superimposition of helium on a nitrogen 
·spectrnm as to a metastable nitrogen spectrum. 
!t is not lc..not-m ~mather heliU!'l! or hydTogen ere expected to 
~mit light under conditions of auroral excitation. Further, 
I 
since the thermal diffusion of helium atoms in the upper 
e,tmosphera at temperatu-res of l000°K \tlill be very large, there 
will b¢ a continual escape or helium from the top of the 
a.tmospbere into 'outer space., Indeed, a simple calcnlation shous 
.that over 98% ot the helium emitted by roci~s at the surface of th~ 
earth C!.uring geological time, has been lost from the a,tmosphere, 
This effect might seem to oppose any tendency for a helium 
enrich~ant to occur in the upper atmosphere. 
' 
' I 
Mq.ris and Epstein have calculated the rate of separation of 
! 
various constituents at various heights, assuming the air to be 
thorou8hly t!rl.~red and then left undisturbed for a certain time. 
I 
I 
Equili~rium ,q111 be attained more ~apidly at greater heights ~merE 
pres$ul'G is lot,re,.-. Table 2 sunuuarises their resul·ts (13). 
!Heiaht (km) • !If!, A,, Co2 
200 ' 2 rnin. 12 min. 8 min. 
180 26 min. 2,3 hrs. 1.6 hrs. 
160 4,8 hrs. 25 hrs. 17 hrs. 
14o 2.8 dnys. 14.3 days. 10,4 days. 
120 34 days. 180 days. 1~0 days. 
100 1,2 yrs. 6,4 yrs, .5 yrs, 
-... 
z 
-0 
., 
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These rigures vould indicate that, unless there is a very long 
lasting stillness of the ttpper atmosphere in regions belou 150 lcm~ 
ua should have to obt~in air srunplas from at least this height to 
observe any gravitational separation of gases, Thus, the 
investigation of gravitational separation of the gases in the 
I 
upper·atmosphare, as. well as the study of the photbhemical 
I 
processes, the meehanisim of the temperature changes, th~ 
I 
prod~ction of aurora by solar particles, and meny other problems 
shot-J .that a dete:rminc.tion or the chemical composition of the 
upper atmosphere is a basic necessity for their understanding. 
I 
I 
Previous chemical analyses have been done on air samples, 
obtained by sou.l'lding balloons; from heights betueen 9 to 30kms. a1 
close intervals; and by rocket flights from heights of 50 and 
62krqs~, Hhieh show·ed that no gravitational separation of gases 
ocetU'red up to this last height (5')7). The present uork is 
chi~fly concerned with samples obtained shove 60kms. height ,.Ti th 
' 
a few E;t!mples from .10\·rer heights to check the p:revious results. 
All: these se.mpl<~s i;Jere obtained by rocket flights, since rocltets 
I 
ai'tbrd the only uGJy of collecting samples above about 30kms. 
he;i,ght • 
. aecttipn ~ - Method. 
<a> CQllec:tffn of' Sauwle~· (Undertaken in Net'! l•!exico,u.s.A., 
· by the niversity of Michigan.) , 
The steel bottles, capacity ~ litres, one of which is shmm 
in Fig. Z , ware initially pumped for four or five days and 
heated· to 3400F to de .. gas them. They t-re~e mounted in the t-mr 
... 14 .. :, 
head of a V2 o:r Aero bee rocket: "t<r:l th the 'dde copper tube pointing 
I I . 
into 
1
the airflo\'1 and, 5 secon4!s before sampling, the nose cone of 
the ~ocket HaS blO"tJn cleur Of the body by a small explOSiVe charg<: 
:teav;tng the copper tube pointing directly into the airfioH and 
aheaq of~he body of the rocket~ The ai~,samples ~ere taken 
tO\-rards the end of. the up~.rard flieht, and'- after the rocket motors 
had ¢ut out. The sampling device opened the t0.be by means of 
an e~losive charge, uhich forced up a pivot~d bur 1relded to the 
I 
top ~f the tube.» thl1S tearing the end of the tube completely off. 
The ~losing mechanism consisted of a harmuer and anvil·, uith tbe 
hammer pyrotechnically drivGn against the anvil Hith the tubo 
bet'"een~ and s~ nee the tube had been previously annealed to· ma.k.e 
it soft~ this device produced good seals in a large proportion 
of SfU!lples. HoHB"iter? in sptte of the cold uelding technique, 
large and vt:n:yin~ pe!"cen.taaes of oxygen r!Gre found to have been · 
remo:Ved from the sanplcs and the reason may be that the copper \·ra~ 
so "t-.>ell cleaned and de-gassed initiall~; that the fairly large 
copper surface presented to the air sample t-Jas sufficient to take 
out .the oxyge:n in the cold; or alternatively, the e.ir friction 
during flight 't~Drmed the copper enougbt to tnke out the oxygen 
shortly after the sample rms sealed in. 
After the samples had been collected, the bottles Here 
I . 
ret~ned to ea~th by paraehute, and the sealed copper tube ~as 
eov~red over with Glyptal \vex immediat~l.y on recovery from the 
desert. 
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I~ order to make sure that the air in the bottle did not 
come ~om a quantity of ground-level air carried up inside the 
_e~velqpe of' the rocket, ond released into the bottles during 
.sampl~g, a container of radio-active carbon-dioxide was 
mounted in the compartment just behind the bottle assembly. 
I 
The earbon~dioxide was released 5 seconds before sampling 
I 
comme~ced, so that, if gas were carried up and released into the 
. ,· 
bottte, radio-active contamination woUld be observed; perhaps 
·:·I 
allowing a correction for ground level air contamination to be 
.. I 
made,:or at wor~_indiceting the sample to be untrus~10rthy. 
I 
(~) Analysla ot Samples. 
I TPe samples were then flown to,this country, and analysed 
i 
in Durham bv the follo~ring method. 
&il 2;ensfer ot Air frgm Steel Bpttles to ApPpretus.' 
Tpe narrow copper tube A, Fie. 2,_uas soft soldered on to 
I 
anoth.er short piece of copper tube B, t1hich had been re001ed out 
I 
at t~e other end to give a conical shape, Vtth a complimentary 
' shap~d nut C already in place ovGr the copper tube. A thin 
rubber gasket D was fitted over the end of the socket E, and the 
nut ~era,~d tightly into place, At.first, !t_was found that 
.:; 
~·· . gaskets could easily be made f~orn sheet rub~r w'aieh Hould hold 
a high vacuum indefinitely, but later so rnu~h trouble tms 
exPe~ienced with rubber gaskets degassing for several ueeks 
. . 
unde~ vacuum, and neoprene and plastic gaskets leaking, thet 
the bottle opener had to be entirely redesigned to obviate this 
need for a gasket. ~fuen the whole of the bulb and side tubing 
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had b4an rigorously evacuated$ the taps TJ. and T3 (Fig, 3), 
were hut, and the d iseharg~ colour t.Yi th a. Tesla coil ju.qt be lou 
tap notedp The large \>Jheel Has then r')tated, sompress-
ing the.bellous C by mea.t?s of.an advaneing sercu, and,the end of 
' 
the Sr&r~ened steel rod f~ lJGing attached to the end Of the 
bello\·rs, this advanced and pierced the copper diaphragm, releasin1 
I 
the ~ir sanple up. to tep ~:1• Ta!) T1 tv-ac i!lcorpo~~ted to guard 
agait st those bottles ~lh1 .. eh. hud gro~d ... le,rel p:r-essure inside 
them In normal eases 0 the diseharee colo-.u- w~s a~ein talren to 
make sura the d1.nphra!?:n ha.d beon p.:i .. Brcedr and t!'!en, tdth liquid 
ni tr gen round the U tuba. to remove any cf:.rbon dioxide and Ha·ter 
I 
vapojm~ present, the sample Has topler~d into the storage space E 
bettken the mercury valva of the topler pUij]J), and the tap _T3• 
!ii) Mfiesvrem§nt. ot Awmmt..nL.Air and t}l~Cl!~essyre in 
1 9teol Bottle, · I 'When the mercury uas l'!l0\1 raised so that the tip of the 
meniscus just touched the tip of the pointer sealed inside the 
I bulp E• the gas vas then compressed into a volume '1hich had been 
acc~ately celibrated, and them~e, rea.ding the pressure diffcrenc 
I . froF the mercury levels in the bulb E, and the side arm F, the 
I 
I 
abslolute volume of v.ir "ae.s e~sily detarmincc" Sinee the volume 
' 
of ;the large steel bottles ~ras 8.2 litr€s, the initial pressure 
I· . 
in :these bottl$s could then be determi.,l!ed, fo:rming e. useful check 
I 
onithe pressure meusure~ents taken by other instruments in the 
I 
I 
·rockets. 
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'iii) Cqntamit\at~on f!.w1Lw1nc by Acttvg: C.ar,h,Wl I?~9&1~-M· 
Before the rolease of the otratosphere ai£ fron the steel 
I I 
I 
bott~e, a tube containing ubolft 1 cc~H.T~tP~ of ca:r'}on dioxide 
. . I 
accurately measwed uas attae~ed at the ground joint G, and the 
air ii.n the dead space Jt ;nmpc~ al4a:r, Afte!" tho ,.,_ill' had been 
~ ~' 
topl,erad into the storage spapa E~ the mercury uas kept 't-rell above 
the but ... of'f of thG t·opler p~ ~ nnd ~the U ·~"~Jbe B D(S' ing kept cooled 
in I:iq·trlcJ ni t:rogenp thG carbo~ dirnrido f~-~0!1 t!1c attached tube uas 
con9ensod into H;. by ·opening ~aps T2 r:.:tld 76, The deuar on B uas 
I 
the~ removedp and the carbon dio!tide and ~u1.y ?;!d~.o-active cnrbon 
dio:mide from the sample condensed back into the attached tube by 
tJooling it in liquid nitrogen, After 20 minutes, the taps T2 
and : T6 tJere closed, the de"t-ro.r removed, and the tube containing 
the ;carbon dioxide detached, to be investigated for cl4 activity. 
in a gas fill~\ Geiger counter, Results of this radio•active 
I 
carbon-dioxide monitoring are quotGd latsr. 
( iy) AH~ Pj1J~j;,tth 
The air pipe·tte and combustion chamber K, Fig.3, is used in 
esr;~ntially the s~e HElY ss a l~cLeod gauge, the 'tl'hole being 
I + immersed in a thermostat bath a,t a temperature of 19°•0.10 c. 
It is necessary to knO'I:J aec'lirately the volume of the bulb K, uith 
the tip of the mercury meniscus just up to the etch mark J 
I ' 
in the nal?row tube belov the bulb, and the tap T5' closed. The 
KOH; pellet in the side arm t and the copper spiral N "t-rere already 
' 
in position. At first it was attempted to calibrate this by 
means of a gas expansion method, but it 'l:ras found that so many 
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errors were introduced by this method, due to such effects as 
change in apparent press~es uith change in room tomperoture, 
merqury meniscus height, changes due to slightly dirty mercury, 
and so on that, after more than a month 1s uork, tt}e volmne could 
not ·be determined vrith a mean probable error of less than 
I 
Later, it Has decided tha,t the accuracy uas still not good 
eno~h, so the combustion chamber uas cut off, the KOH pellet 
was. removed t and the. chamber weight .. calibrated ui th distilled 
uatar, the copper Syiral being in place, and allou£lnce uas made 
for the bolume of the KOH pellet by weighing it irnneaiately 
before insertion into the side arm~ This r,ave a very consistent 
figuxe for the volune of the chamber at last, 
(v) Estimi!tiop and Removal o;f Oxy~en. 
· The operation of the air pipette "t·ras as follm'1s. First, 
:tf 
aft:er ensuring that the mercury of the Topler pump t-ms raised 
' 
abo.ve the cut-off, the non-return valve of the T8'pler pump uas 
I 
ra~sed by means of the solenoid, releasing the '"hole or the air 
sa~ple ·into tha laree Topler bulb, enabling much finer control 
of the a~ount of air allo"tffld ~nto the air pipette to be achieved. 
The tap T3 was then opened, and the height of the mercury in the 
large T8pler bulb adjusted to give the required pressure on 
' th~ manometer I, T'ne mercury in the air pipette uas then raised 
' I 
to: the etch mark, and the pressure difference bet-t . ,een the 
mercury in the tl'ro limbs 'HG1S rend. From this, the absolute 
amount of air taken could be calculated, generally bm1een 0.1 
... ·19 -~. 
and 0,.05 ccs~ N,. T.P.. The mercury uas then loHered be lou the 
$econd bulb., so as. to lower th~. gas pre.ssure as much .as possible~ 
and the copper spiral heated. The bes.t; temperature for the · 
copper spir~l is said to 'be 160°C, (14l.Xhe spiral lms first heated 
tor 10 minutes, then the current st·Ti tched off a.nd the chamber 
' 
allottred to cool .to bath temperature before the !7lercury .uas raised 
" ; 
to the et~h mark a~d .the pressur~ difference re-readi · This 
process of ~e~heating the copper spiral Nas then repeated for 5 
) .. . 
minutes. at a time., .until no further decrease in volume took place 
when the who~e of the oxygen had been removed and·the oxygen 
. . 
percentage could be obtained• After about 3 air samples had 
been treated in this ~ay, tne.copper spiral had to be reduced 
again byheating in an atmosphere of hydrogen; introduced from 
the reservoir · sho't'm• 
Any small traces of hydrogen initially present 'in th~ air 
sample l1TOUld be .burned to wat·er at the eoryner spiral and removed 
by th~e KOH pellet, but since hydrogen .. . · is normally only 
pre:sent in air· to :the extent of 2Xl0...-4% ·(I5) its removal Hould 
no~ affect the accuracy of the· oxygen measureeent at this stage• 
I 
Only in one of the earlier expeiments on ·rocl!:Et saDples uas a~l.Y 
difficulty t~th hydrogen expertenced 1 and in this case some 
hydrogen emerged from the column along with the neon fraction 
and invalidated the neori measurement,. The presence ofjiiery much 
' la~ger amounts of hydrogen than usual in this sample t1as confirmec 
' 
' 
by:mass spectrometric measurements (16), and one possible source 
of its origin may have been in the exhaust gases from the rockot, 
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since this particular sample \.ras taken at a lou altitude, 
probably uhen the rocket motor Na.s still running. 
(yi~ Transfer, Frectipnation, and l1§aslll'ement pf Helium and Heon. 
· The gases remaining in· the combustion chamber, namely 
nitrogen; argon, helium, neon, krypton and xenon , Here nm·r 
. ' 
rel~ased into the connecting tube to the circuleting system by 
' . 
ope~ing the tap T5 at the back of the combusti~n chamber, and, 
witb the mercury in the front and back of the rr~ctionating 
column raised, the charcoals cooled in liquid nitrogen, tap J 
(Fig. 30), closed and tap R (Fig., 29) opened, about 99.5% 
of the· gases could be transferred to the first charcoal tuhe by 
8 strokes of the Toplor pump. The tap in the connecting tube 
I . 
was! then closed a.nd about 5 mms. 
-~ 
pressure of puro oxygen fr~m 
the' reservoir let into the combustion chamber via the "-~ercury 
bubpler J• Fig. 3, to act as a carrier gas. The tap uas then 
opened, and the oxygen plus traces of the air sample transferred 
I 
to ,the first charcoal tube by six more t'&pler strokes. This 
I 
flU:Shing process 't~Ta.s repeated ' times a.s this was found by 
axp)eriment to give 100% trans~er of the sample gases into the 
· fir:st charcoal tube. 
The column ua.s then set for 15 operations, and, at the end 
of' 'these, the mercury in the large compression bulb t-ras raised 
I 
anq the tap the measuring Pirani gauge opened, 
I 
Since no hel!um from the sample should come through the 
column until operation 16 (the extra operation due to the presencE 
of the mercury bentil at the end of the column), this measurement 
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sho\j'ed:, if there tras no deflection of the gav]o spot·, . that there 
was no alr left in the colULltl originally after evacuation·, or if 
a deflection was obtained·, that the succeeding helium and neon 
' : . 
mea~urem~nts would be unreliable due to contamination by air 
i . 
· remaining in the column. In practice' no deflection tms ever 
observed fro~ operations 1 to 15~ 
I • • 
; The column uas then set to perform operations 16 to 36 
j • 
I • 
inciusive, when a quantity of gas equivalent to 100% of the 
I 
I helium, but being composed of 99•3% helium plus o.?% neon, was 
obt~ined in the compression bulb+ The mercury in the bulb t·ras 
then raised; t'lhen more than 99% of it ~ras compressed into the 
mea$uring Pir.ani space • The apparently inevitable zero creep 
of ~he Pirani·gauge galvonorneter set-~ uas obviated by tQking 
rea~ings of the position of the galvo spot on the scale every 
m1nute until a steaey drift t-m.s ~bserved, opening the tap allot·Ting 
theihelium into the measuring pirani exactly on the ~inute, 
I ' . 
I 
mea$uring the spot position until .the· drift Has steady agein, 
I 
the~ opening the tap to vacuum on the minute and measuring the 
spot position until the drift \'laS steady again. In this liaY, botl 
the 1 zero ereep and the slm:r approach .to equilibrium of the gauges 
on admitting and removing gas (about 3 minutes) could be allo't-red 
for•, 
Itnmediatel'y after· this measurement· uas done,- a.n accurately 
I 
measured amount of helium 't'JaS admitted to the Pirani gauge, ViB 
the same compression bulb and with the same dead space, This 
was done at least tlrlce to give calibration read~ngs to determine 
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the· sensitivity of the Pirani gauge at that particulGr time~ 
· The column t-ms then reset to another 25 operations, tlith 
t}'le dewar flasks lot·rer~d or removed progiressively as exple~inod ir. 
Cha~ter 4t to facilitate the speedy eollection of the neon, and 
I . 
the~ t.rhole measurement and pirani calibration for neon sensitivit~ 
was) repeated as for the helillt!li This concurrent calibration of 
the: piranis obviated any uncertainty due to day to day flttct-
uatl.on in the Pirani sensitivities, which could be caused by 
I 
small changes in the various components of the meosurine system. 
. I -
! During a series of measurements on a particular air sa~le, 
I 
I 
each stratosphere sample experiment vas done alternately t-rith c. 
I 
ground level air experiment, commencing t:rlth a ground level Gir 
I 
I . exp~riment so that, in effect, a control or the experimental 
eon~itions and efficiency of the apparatus t-Jas kopt the ,.,hole 
tim¥3• ! . 
biil Ar1on DeternioatiQD• 
i For the argon determination, it has been convenient up to 
I . 
' no~ to introduce a f~esh sample of stratosphere air into the air 
piprtte rather than to determine he~illi neon end argon on one ·_. 
and! the same aliquot portion of air• In the event oi' aJmlysing 
I 
I 
samples of stratosphere air from very high altitudes, over lOOkm. 
. . 
the! smallness of the absolute an1ounts of ~ir collected even in 
the: large bottle (c~.a.35' litres), would probably only be of the 
I •. 
order of lo.-3 cc N.T.P. so that later, tho apparatus may have 
to be modified to measure the helium, neon, and argon from one 
and the same sample. 
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I.n the present t-rork, another portion of air 'l-Ias introduced 
I 
into t~e air pipette, reduced as before uith the % volume 
decrea~e measured, the back tap T5' (Fig~ 3), and the ventil v., 
Fig. 4) aee opened, and the nitrogen and argon in the sample 
adsorbed quantitatively on the small amount of charcoal (O.lgram) 
in tube B.• A large proportion of the helium and neon would be 
I , . 
left ~ehind in the side tubing 0 but it was desired to remove it 
: 
in any case. 
After cooling the ehareoa.l in liquid nitrogen f'or about one 
hour, th1~s ensuring quantitative transfer of the nitrogen and 
' . argo~, the ventil V,was closed and the liquid nitrogen removed 
from /the charcoal, which t\l'as allowed to Harm up to room 
I . 
temp~rature. Nhen the gases t-rere completely de-sorbed, (10 _to 
20 mins. room temperature), the barium metal in the bottom of the 
steel. furnace A uas haated to 85'0° c. for 20 minutes, removing the 
nitrpgen as barium nitride, leaving the argon unaffected. It 
' 
t>ras !round that none of the argon Has removed by capture in the 
i 
thin film of b~rium metal which deposited on the wall of the 
fui'Jace, as might· have been expected. The argon ~ra.s then 
I 
con~ensed on charcoal in tube B2 after opening ventil V2, _the 
I 
I 
chawcoal remaining cooled in liquid nitrogen for one hour. 
Tll~ ta.p T and ventil V 3 to vacuum were then opened, for about 
i 
I 
onet 
I 
I 
I 
of: 
I 
' 
minute, which t-res sufficient to remove the rer:2aining traces 
helium and neon~ The tap and ventil t~re then closed again, 
. I 
the liquid nitrogen remoged, and the charcoal allot•red to come to 
room temperature again and stand until the gases t'!ere completely 
de-sorbed. The argon volume (usually about 10""'3 ccs.) uas theD 
' I 
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read on the McLeod gaUgG c, the dead sp&ce in the side tubing 
' . . 
having b?en previoU$1Y calibrated by an argon elq)e.nsion method 
from the- McJ,-eotl bulbli · · 
> • • 
· Jii;)_ a·~al ;\Q{?r Otf smrr ;Retyto gf. RwsiC3p@ of Sampl€£h 
.. 
It miS usual to do 'hro, at least, and preferably th?ee~ 
.. 
experirn~nts for the determination of hcliUffi and neon, ttro or 
. . 
three determinations of 1 the argon'content, unless the initial 
. . . 
amount j, of air sample was so small as to preclude this • Any of 
the air sample which '&as left in the storage·· space after all. the 
determinations h~d-bean completed l'l2S then introduced into the 
previously evacuated sa~le bulb H (Fig-.3)t by raising'thG 
ma~cury in the side arm of the air pipette, openit\g Taps·T and 
. . . . . . ; 3 
T4, llltlCl raising the mercury in the Topla:r pump up to tap ··T , to 
.. . . . . 3 
eut dotm. the dead space as much as possible~' The sQJJple bulb 
uas ~h~n sealed off at the constriction, and returned to the u.s.A. 
for ot~er _inv~stiga.tions, notably the ~y14 ;iq-l5 isotopic ratio 
detarm~nation by McQtieen (1?). 
i 
I· ··- 2l:·a · • 
Sftct:Loo 3J• Resplts .~ 
-\,, I , 
Duri~ the course of these experiments, eBeh set of 
i 
stratosph¢re aix- determin~tions uex>e 1Tion1 io:?edn by do7.ng e 
! 
d3tarcinatio~ on lcboFa~ory ground level air immediately beRore 
' It • , , 
; 
and· ·azte~·ra~ds~ in ozoder to ch~ek ihe acel.U'ate uo:rldng of the 
a.ppa~a:tus, A :rlsume of these ground lavel resul \is is given bolou. I. 
It ea.n be neon that these i'ieures eomp~e very uell <trlth 
Gluekenu'ts figures (5') • (He 5'-239! o.o04, He 1~.21! o.o4), 
' 
although the pre$ent d(;;lteminations "trero dona on 10 to 100 times 
' 
' 
loss ~ir than Glucl~t!'l!f used. 
' I 
' 
' 
. ~ 
a.' 25 _ .. 
~ . A B L E 4! 
I 
.. 
. 
.. ' ... ' ' . 
~o.-af '. l!ci~t Aluomt of .. · · ·Ratio ta ground l~vel air. O% 
sampl<3 . (kin) Gas in ·' 2 
Bottle C) 
I .Cce .. H. T.P .. ) Ha AQe A... 
I 
25D ~o·.*-5'3•3 · 8~6· · o.981 '-1,003 <>··398 ~~.75 
l9D ~.7~5Ba l 2.04 1.013 1;450&!' 1.009 o· 
i. . I 
13-13 p5t 56 .. 58,18 6.78 0·998 1.oo; 1.001 tJ.0.46 
13.15 ~8,18-60,35 5'.15' 1.035 1 1.008 0.996 0.2 I . I 
C•ll•B /"' .o.6lt,3 0.398 li-33 I 1.040 0•962 ;t5.3 i 
B-6 64~3-67,0 o.4l5 1.445 1. 1~080 0.929 1.87. 
I 
1 0.90 c .. , /64~3-7l~t0 0.204 1·5?0 le232 o. 
' ' 
B-8 :67.0•69.6 0.218 2.019 1,171 1 o.Ba6 6.8 
I 
&9 69.6-71,8 o.5~5 2.41 1.20 : o .. B5 0.7 (0·1~!) C. O't"f". 
C ... l 84.~9;0 0.015 2,943 1.395' o.a2 0 
' ' 
o.a2 0 .. 3 i 89~0 .... 9,3.2 o.o032 
-
.. Oo 
i 
I 
I ~ unretiablo b~eause ot contamination by ~2 in oriainel oanplo~ 
eonfi~ed by mass spectrometry (16)• · 
' C) corrected for loss of oxygan. 
' 
I 
' I 
I 
I 
I 
In add'ition, four control bott~~~'- as far as possible the 
Sal!!a ~s t~ose -used for stratosphere sampling,. lfera filled 1-~th 
small amounts of groutl(] level air in 1>-lichigan, u.s~A. and 
a.nalysed· in Durham~· · · · .>. 
. " . 
.,f. 
ottle 
o .• 
T 4 B L E . Z• 
ifJ,; 1 Bottle 1 Bottle 
- . . p~es~uro I vrassv.ra 
----1 (maHg)as ~mmilc)of 
· muasl.!red I air nv.t 
in ' in et 
H 4, 
; l 
~lJ'"'P __ ~~!~5.'1_ l 0-~~~-~ --~~~~1 __ :~~~~- 0 ~-? .. ·~1&9 -1 0,01_85 
~~8-P ; ! . 0 .• 134 I 0.997 1,003 .. ! 0~9 0 .. ! 0,0165 I 0,01.65' 
-~--1...-t-·-·.-,.--·-. -- ---,---;- ~-· ~---r-··--·----:-"-- -~-~----""".-::a.'--+-~---+ 
:~~-:~_Lt-~ ~· .. ~~-- --~~-~-~-'-~-4--~·.o3~ _ _l o._~. ~---+~_.ol~~L o.o202 
... 21~P _: · o.130 : 1.359 1.083 , o.9 o : 0,0162 ! o.o1?4 
It ean be seen that two of these bottles show no aifferenee 
from o~dinary air, uhile t~m show marked deviations. Bottle 
~17-..P1was filled by breaking a glass vial containing a small 
I 
amowr~: or ground level air inside a vacuum cha.mberattaehed to the 
I 
sampl~ng tube» and sealing the copper &1rn:9ling tube a feu 
seconds later by the usual method~ :QSv.-cs to simulc:ce stratosphere 
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collecltling conditions as closely as possible. This sample shoHed 
no sep ration. The other three bottles were filled by breaking 
I 
off a $ealed glass vial inside the steel bottles after the bottle: 
I 
had be~n evacuated and sealed.. The first of these shaHs no 
I 
separa:tion, but the other tt·JO do,- It nay be pointed out that 
I 
B-20-~ and B ... 2l .. P ,.;ere filled on the same day, some t:reeks later 
- I 
than ~-17 ... p and B-18-P ~ and t'!ere both m~de by sGaling off a long 
narrow capillary tube open to the airp t-rhich 'l.ms attached to a 
I 
small/ bulb, b~( use of an alchohol flame. It is reit that this 
I 
technrqua is not entirely sotisfactory, as thorM~l diffusion 
effects may occur. It is also note\'mrthy that uhereas the I - -
bott]e pressures measured in Durham compare very closely with 
thos / obtained in Michigan from the amount of air put in for 
B-17 P and B-18-P, that the corresponding pressures for B-20+P 
and -21-P do not. 
I 
It seems unlikely that adsorption of Nitrogen and Argon on 
the /steel 11alls of the bottles B-20-P and B-21-Pcould account I , 
for!the observed separation (18). 
I 
I 
/ Iiouever, more experiments are to be done shortly in a.n 
effrrt to clear up the anomolous results from these bottles. 
ReSuJ ts for Ra.dio-actiye Cerbon-Dipxide·.-uon~tgring. 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
T .A B L E 6. 
{ ,. -.:.:. .... 
IBo_ttlfil. ~g. ' Cal.1tm• Act~1tle: i:cWJrl iD hc:t:tl~ 
I. 
I ccmt~at~t! ;tg a~!i1JZ;Ui:t r 
t 
~eJ.ej;uu~g 4~QC co~ccc:ta1c~~· 
i 
: 
c-5 I 160. part in 4x10 6 ) 1 I 
I ' 10-6 c .. l aoo. 1 part in 
---
c-3 
; 10, .. 
-- .. _.,_ -. 
2x1o6 ' c-11-B
1 
' 360, 1 part in 
C•7·B/ 
'· 
.. 
. trom Table 6, it is apparent that the radio-active carbon 
dio~ri~e released in ·the rocket sampling cornpartr1ent a fe't:, sec~nds 
befor~ each batch of three Sample bottles uas opened, uas · 
I . 
adeqJ/tely S'tiTGpt a·Hay~ This uould indicate that no contaminatior 
of tT' samples by air carried up with the rocket occurred, . 
SectiqQ 4 • Discnasign. 
I 
/tfuen the data for samples B-6, B-8, and B-9 uere first 
obta~ned, it seemed for a short time that the figures ~rere at 
lasti a clear demonstration of the long soueht for effect of 
I 
gra~ita.tional separation of the atmospheric gases, ~:.rhich has been 
preclumed to ta1r::e place e.t some height ever since Dalton's LaH of 
I Par~ial Pressures t1nS enumerated (19). Further consideration, 
I . hoH~ver, of these and later results, shot-red that for severai 
:reafons, gravitationELl separation did not seem likely to be the:· 
I 
ea.use of the observed enrichment of' He and He 1 :;md the deficit of 
I 
I Argon, 
I 
I 
I 
Perhaps the mo:st obvious reason for doubting the onset of' 
gravitational separation at the heiehts investigated is that 
I 
i 
0· 
(i)l 
I 
I 
J 
i 
I 
I 
0 ,' 
I 
. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
, 
,' 
, 
I 
I 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
. 
. , 
, 
. 
. , 
. 
. . . . , 
. 
. 
. 
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u 
1'·., Q "'" , A - 0· . ·',42~0 ~-__._ __ ......._ _ __..... __ __.. ___ ....._~- I ~--'-....J 0 
60 70 80 90 
Mean aompllng hilght. km. 
Experlm~ntol points: 0 h~llum; tl neon; 8 or~on. 
T~orctlcal lines calculot~d from: o.= ixp(-AMgh/RT). 
C:X. = {P / P..J nrct;D 
(PI P"').,_,or. 
FIG. 5 
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I 
almost tl~a uhole height ronge over uhich these SQDPlos uei'e \~o.ken 
' I 
is one o$ telling temperature iJith incl"'Gosing heieht. According 
to the li$test a\tail~blQ data (10), the tc:mpafatu:ro_deereasod to 
. ' 
·Q minimuf3 of about 20~ ot 30 ron·• tt·.=ts to be o:;pEJ~tod that 
this uil~ giVG riso to ~tmospharie ins'Gability and turtnlll~nco. 
' . 
This dou)>t ·is particularly obvious if the tortdaney towrds :: 
I . 
instability is taken in conjunction trl.th tho· results of 1]pstein (13) 
I . 
I 
tiho cald.ulates that the relaxation t~es for·Me and Argon ot 
I 
theso h~ights is of ·the order of one and oix years respectively. 
I M Further~ i£ the "best fit 11 lines are CEJlculnted from w-:te 
rolatiofship to bo e~ec~~d on tho basis of ecnvitciion2l 
. I \ 
separat~on nQ~lf•· 
I 
I 
t1hera 1 
<X.'ll'. 
. D.EI 
-~ 
ex: = a RT 
(~) 
. = . -2 Strato 
· ( PHe) .. 
. PN2 normal.. 
it eru1lbG soen fro~ Fie. 5 that the lines obtained using o 
! • . ' . 
tewpe!'~tm-c of 2200rr (the !sea.s~cd tempera tux-~ in this region) 
' ! (10) ~ro nov4here neer the experimental points, In orde~ to fit 
the ob~erviD<i He sepa:ration» a temperature or obou.t 42;oK uoult1 
be ncc'essarJ trl.th even higher ternpe:ratwes fo: IT0 ru1d A 
respaC1tivGly, 
·~othor very important discrepancy in the observed ~asults 
I . 
is th*t tho ari1ount of' air eollect~d in.tlle bottlGsis :ln all 
I 
I 
oe.ses : not as: much as H'Ould be· theoretieall;r predicted from the 
in nost cases only 1/lOth or less 
I - 30· .... 
I 
of' the! expected amount Nas colleeted. 
I 
I 
':r A B L E .. _ z • 
.. 
tRott1e ~El·D !~aCbli t:fg~~· Aml2i~o:t :g~:ga~. Ram ·:gl!~~~ §attl~ J ~· Ell· ~I~~~ff~l· · at clasjcf: ;lU:~~S:W: 1 ~· Eh· I r..c.a. . : 
Bioil~ 1·5'1+ 3~5? 321 11~~ 628 B•1 1.38 . 2i?8 182 4?7 
. , I, 
11522 C•ll""f3 3t~30 14.50 I 105 37.1 B·6 I 1.?7 4~54. 72 .. . 327 38.5 c .. , I 3.20 I 13.67 ~ ! 519 18.9 B ... 8 ' lt73 ...... 36 ! 209 20.2 
B•9 1.49 3·~ ' . 36 I 121 21.6 C .... l 2,69 9· 2.2 21• 1.4 0·3 2t36 7j67 1•2 9.2 0·3 
I 
I 
I !All pressures in microns Hg, 
i 
/Table 7 gives a.co~parison of the ram pressure operating ~t 
the flosing height.of each sample Hith the measured bottle 
pressure. Now; since the pumping speed of a tube of 3 ems. 
di bter and about 23 ems. length, such as teat used in the co~ection of the samples, is of the order of 10 litres per 
I 
secqnd, and the capacity of the bottles is 8.2 litresl this 
I 
res~t is some~hat surprising and leads to the conclusion that 
I . 
the/bottles have not filled to equilibrium as expected, but that 
a.ir./ must still have been flo·Hing in Hhen the sample tnbes Here 
closed, Moreover, an effective sampling orifice of only about 
I 
' l/lJOth of the actual orifice would be needed to explain the 
I 
I 
I 
ob~erved bottle pressures, and since the mean free path of an 
I 
I 
"a.~r moleeule u at 64 kms o height seems to be about 0. 5 mms •. 
' . 
conditions "rould then be suitable for the: onset of effusive 
separation, 
.;,; 31 -
lt is then frui~ful to consider ~That results are to bG 
I 
I 
exPected it.effusive separation ~as t~r~n plece in the·samplinri 
. . . . . . 
. tube t i · In this. ca$9, the d~groe of separotion aehiovod tf()uld be 
I ) 
·~xpec_ted to Val,"y in. a manp.er related to. the squ.arc ~oots of' the 
.mas$ ~at~os ot the tt..ro .gases inv~lve"d. . Thus : 
""He ··:i (l.;.x) + x (:~ ) ! 
I 
whe~e x a.ay be regarded as the tr~ction of the total amo~t of 
• . ! . , . 
heli~ uhicb ~as ~ntered the bOttl~ by ~oleemar flou, Md 
(l•X) ~he.fraction e~tering by viscous flow~ x ~11 v~ry from 
0 ~t high pr~s.sures where tho flo~ ~s entirely vi~cous to 1 st 
very low pressures tih~re all the gas uill entG~ undo~ moloeuler 
flo~ eo~itions~ 
An ~pproximate troatment may then be a.tter:1pted by applying 
Knudsen•s semi-empirical formula for the quantity (q) of gas 
flowing along a. tube under illl condi iious !roo viscous flou to 
molecula.l' nol1. [ ' r::- j ' . . . (l +- '! (? . 4 Pm 
q r (Pl .. p2) 1r. fJ.4 Pm .. ~ . .., . ---4> 
1 128., l u~{l 1 + 1.24 .£L.,. a. · 
I ~ 
. t>rhere (P1 -P2) is the press~a differenco b~ttroon the ooos of the 
tu~c 
I 
-.., is tho viscosity of the. gas~ 
were d and l aro th\3 dinrnste~ and leftZth or the 
·tube respeetivelyf 
Pm is the mean pressure (dynes/~2>· 
e is the' density of tho gas at a pressure of 
. 2 1· dyne/em 9 and the prevailing ·~e!>Jpc~c·~ure, o.nd 
i 
' . 
I 
-·32 ,.._ 
w is e faetor related to the diamoter and length of 
the tnba Which BakOS a11ouoncG for nand c:l?10CtS 11 of th 
tube, 
. from (Poi~_auil~.~s.* 
ct/. =. (pl' .p2) 
I . 
formula f'o:r viscous flott : 
. . 
11 d4 .. ~ 
128~1 .. · ... 
c2 i~ the teTm 1 
.. :- u F from Knudsen's ioroula q, e (Pr·P2) .· ...l-. , trF 
to-r ~olecular flow, ~ c3 is the· combinGd term in· the sq'lZ!l.!'"o I• 
brackets of (1) above. 
I 
I X A B L § d c {~rn-J1S ... 1 ::: Qqcms .. 
I 
I 
~m<fs.Ha> c l (vise.) _c2 (molee) c3 (con~inoa) 
. I 
613 X 106 i.21 ;K 104 6.344 n 106 iO 
< 
6!3 X 105 1.21 X 104 6.471 X 105' 1 
l.O~~ 61l3 X 10 4 1.21 X 101+ ~-7a74 X 10 
·2 ;to : 6a3 X 103 . . 4 .. 1.21 X 10. 4-2.04 X 10. 
~o~3 6 .• 3 X 102 l-.2l R 104 1.47 4-X 10 
-
-tLo~4 1.21 X: 10'+ 4-6•3 X 10 1.41 X 10 i. 
I 
-1 T'nere is agNternent betwen C1 and 0 l doun to 10 ~s .Hg 
pressure, that is, the flow must bs entirely viscous ond there 
wi~l be no separation of gases .• ' ThGro is agreement ba'i;ueen 
I . . 
cJ and c3 at 10':3 mms.Hg pri(Jssure &nd belou, so tha-G, belot1 
10 ... 3 mms,Hg pressure th~ flo"ta must be all molecm.la~ and complete 
etfusive separation of gb!OCS 'trl.ll take place uith a rubs Of the 
~ ~ CJ (Oo2~ ~~ @~ @IJ~. 
~ 
II 
<>() 
0 
J 0 
~ 
~ 
D 
~ 
I ' '~ 
I 
,, 
I 
0 
o2 
~0 10 00 90 
M~@[R) OO~!P>~~~rg) ~~~~~o ~. 
FIG. 6 
' 
I 
I 
I .. . 3~. 
I ~ J --r!imensi~ns concerned;. Be~ueen 10~1 !!!!i!S •• Hg presslll'G anrl 10•3 
mms.,Hgt· l.-SSS11l"e the fl~H ~rlll ~e. ~em .. :t-molacmlm.'", ont1 E>~tial 
effusi e sepe.E'ation 't:tlll toke· place .. 
- . 
. wfl>'J ti-om Fi(h. 6 '\filare milaiinWad bottl<l p;,esSU?G:J 6\l'G 
plotte~. a&ainst ~eight, ii appears thot samples belm·7 55-60tre. 
height/ should_Show no saporal:ion, S!ll'dJ)les aboVG 80..85' kms.!leight 
shoul~ sho~ eomplete sepa~ation, and samples betyeen ~hese tifO 
limf tJ · ~bo,rid sl~ot-r partial separation. The posi \Jion end slope 
.of th1. th~oretie~line for.the reg:i.on.of partial separation can 
be f~·~d by th.e follo11ing treatment, Taking a sbpl:lf'ied fom 
of th~ Knuds0n t6:Ma~~' that is, _ign01d.ng Kund·c uoo Harbure's 
eorr+ti~n for slip, which is snlau under all contlitions1 
. ' .z . 
q·' . = { (l'l to!' P2) ( a Pm + J. ) 
ex !=: { (1 • x). + R (x) = (R ~ ~) X· + 1, 
Wher1 a,. jrf · aim x = ~i •f 
, m 
I o 1n1~ · ·:= 1 • ~ db I ·. 0t dh 
" ' " 
. I 
... l . .l-
'= rr (!1-J.t §ll . 
·x . d(1pfu) 
. dh 
. · tz • P~(d ~m) 
$ ~(Dla oc ) ia e. BeY.:h!t!ID "men Pm ~ ~ fY C · ap .·~db . .  j R 
thal is, uhen Pm. =: 4~.7 dynras/em2 or 31.3 Iilicrons.!Ig 
/ From Fi;';. 6~ l:rhen Pro_= 31.,3 ·mie~:ons, h = ~7 mus. ~n.d 
~) "' 0.25'6 km -l, 
Al$o 61 <lntx) 
dh 
height for He. 
= dlnEm = o,o61 at 67 km. dh 
Siaile~ly~ the theoretical linas ior Neon and Arcon m~y be 
obtained? as in Fig. ?. 
It can nou bG seen that the egreamen~ bett~e~ ~he 
theor~rtic£U.ly oxpaeted sepal'"a\;ion and rnraasur-ec1 separation .is 
gooth 
It raust ba stress~d the:ii 'Ghis cotlpai").son is only the best 
approxiaetion, fo:r: it treats the mi~rt;u.re of gc.scs &!S thouah the 
behaviou,:r of one ue:re ~.ndependent or thG p:rGsenee of the others. 
There is$ for example~ insufficient info~ation on the collision 
eross.-section of one ea£~ in i::he prascnce of excess of &.nother 
gas. 1"hel.'"e is some ovidoncG (20) (Zt) to s·nggcst that ~he 
"corners r~ of ·~he -(;heoJ."e·i;icol ettMTes of l?ig. 7 a.!"e sharpe X> th~n 
those giv~n by the Knudsen fo:rmula, and for ihis Z?eason11 those 
po~tions of the eurvo have only bean filled in trlth dotted 
lines. 
Qogcl'!lfi~OP• 
. Fo~ the four highest samples, i~ can bo seen that the 
separation is slightly greater than thQt ideally prcdictGd~ 
. ' 
which may rep~escnt the onset of a genuine grmvitat1onal 
separation, or it ·may·stffiply refl~ct the greatly increased· 
difficulties e-:t 't'TOrking trl."Gh so little gas (3 JC l0-3ccs UfT•P•) · 
a1r in the bi~hcst. ease P tmfeh contains only- 1. 5 x 10'""8 ccs • of 
heliw). 
HoBevGr~ from the abo~e considerations, one is led to 
prefer !!. machanisrn for scp~ration depending u,pon tha · sc:tuawe. root 
of the me.sSGs t>atllc:? thnn npon · ~X)')onantiul (• ll Mllih) • 
RT 
Consequentlyp it sG.Gr:~s likely ~hat the obsarved separations 
ean better be cccoiu1ted fc? by·~n aerodynamic phenomenon 
in the sanplinc tube ·1_·;;Dc1f' ~ perhaps some "chokingn of ~he 
mouth of the \'inbe due to supersonic shock~ucve .effec'iis rather 
than by gr~vitation~l sevnration in the atmosphere$ so that 
up to . the rn~:miBUrl heights reuehed in this investigation there 
is no strong evidence to suggest an o!wet o~ gravitational 
sepera~iofl of the lighter g~ses from tho heovier. 
· Yt is proposed· to ce.rrr out a rocket flight during trhich 
air sactples Hill bG collected at the peak altitUde nf {;he 
rock~t, ~bout 80 mns. height·~ 'whilst the sampling tubas ·are 
travelling at sub• sonic speeds, a.nd l'li th diff'e~ent diameters 
of sampling 'i:iube for each sGElple bottle. This expor:tment 
mny 't1ell cle6r ur those uncertainties outlined above~ but it 
is not expected, e'G thG time of t1'riting, that it tdli be 
possible for the roc1~ct flight to be carried out fo:r saverel 
months~ 
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C H A P T ~ R I I I. 
Helium Content and A(ie of 11eteq:rit~uh 
Section 1 ~ Introductiop. 
(a) 4he Qrigin pf Hetegritgs. 
!t is generally believed today, from such evidence us can 
be collected, that meteorites have their origin in the solar 
system and are not of cosmic origin, as was forn1erly postulated 
Such evidence • though it is far from conclusive - includes the 
fact that meteorites seem to have elliptical orbits,suggesting 
an origin in the solar system, and not hyperbolic orbits.;-\~ich 
would shoH an origin in outer space~ also, the preponderance of 
afternoon fa.lls over morning falls indicate that meteorites 
move in the same direction round the Sun as the Earth for, if 
they originated in outer space and approached in random 
directions, the half of the Earth ~rhieh is leading the SHeep 
through space - that is the half on 1·Thich the time is bet1-reen 
12 midnight and 12 noon - Hould be expected to ncollect" most 
meteorites, Further, Professor c •. c.vlylie showed that the 
Pultu.sk meteorites, as \'ICll as several other 11fireballs 11 moved 
in elliptical orbits, resembling those in the small asteroicls 
in their eccentricities, inclinations to the ecliptic, periods 
of revolution and mean distances from the sun, 'tr!hich uould seeTI 
to connect them Hi th the theory 't-Jhieh attributes the origin of 
the asteroids to the disrupting force of Jupiter on a primeval 
planet. (62) 
Oeological and chemical studies also show that the· 
composition of meteorites and the abundance and distribution o) 
the trace elements amongst the main constituents is 11hat might 
- 37-
be expected if we assume that the original scource was the 
same as that of the Earth, with only some difference in the 
highly volatile elements and compounds, e.g. hydrogen, inert 
gases~ methane, ammonia and water, which might have escaped 
during the evolution (63}, (64), (66}. No difference in 
isotopic composition of the various elements has been found. (65) 
Since these meteorites then seem to m:•iginate in the solar 
system, and are at present the only extra-terrestrial material 
available for examination, an investigation of the age of this 
material should help towards obtaining more information about 
the age of the solar system itself, and possibly the mode of 
formation or· meteoric bodies, by helping towards differentiation 
between the several theories. It should be noted that "Age" in 
this connection is taken as the time sinee the body under 
consideration last solidifiedo 
(b) Age Determination on Meteorites. 
Iron Meteorites are very good objects for age deter.minations 
~ the Helium method, since they retain helium so well that all 
the helium produced uithin them will be quantitatively retained 
providtng they are not appreciably heated at same stage in their 
histo~r (22). Experiment has shown (see page 115) that even on 
heating at 1000°0 in vacuo for 3 hours, onlY about 5% of the 
helium content of an iron meteorite is released and, since it 
appears that the heating effect of the rapid flight :through the 
atmosphere only penetrates to a depth of about 1 ~ frr~ the 
surface of recovered pieces, to judge from the WidmannstMtten 
figures, the bulk of the meteorite remaining will not be affected, 
However, whether or not a meteorite has been re-
heated at any time sinee :tts original solidification~ aithel? as 
part of s large parent body~ o~ by close approaches to the Sun9 
eannot yet bQ3 sta~ed. 
The pioneer ~rork of ~eteorie Age De~errninations hes been 
extensively eonductad by Paneth and his eollabo~a~ors sinee 
1928. (23~(4)(24). The e.,ssumption made vas tha~ all 'i::he heliurm 
was of radio•genic oricin~ and tha~ if ~he helium 0 uranium~ 
and thorium eontents of mateorit~ samples could be determined~ 
the age of the sample could be obtained~ knowing the decay 
constants of the memhers of ~ha nTanium and thorium serieso 
Up to 1942~ a laree number of meteorites had been analysed 
fo~ thai~ Helium~ Uranium and Thorium eontents 9 anti & feu of the 
Fesults a~e given in Teble 9 belo~ (4), 
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From these :resUlts, it seGmed that the mmd.mUill age of' 
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met~oritas must be ebou~ 1 x·109 yea~s. Fur~her~ meteo~ites 
t<1ith varying ages froil this maJcimum value right down to only e. 
hundr~d thousand yee~s old l~re represented~ This sa~ed to 
indica~e inat.the age of the solar'system'could not be less then 
. .. 
7000 ~i11ion years• 'Since the age of.the Earth'is nou geolog-
ically est~blishad as about j;oo million years, if t~ aceapt this 
as represen~ative of the ag~ of the solar system, ~ ~ust turn to 
some hypothesis to. e.cec:run~. fb:r the '*excess helit&il" in meteorites 
uhieb wouid laati to hiGh ago vaiUGS• 
The study. of eosmie ray "s~exo ta produetion has shotm that 
cosmic rays by their' impact on matter produee helium, This led tt 
a hypothesis put fo~·rard by C.A.Be.uar (2'5) (26); U.E<~Iitmtley (27) 
and othe~so ~0 ecconnt for the high age values by cosmic ray 
helium-. From a study of: the figures obtained by· plot~il'lg helim 
contents ae;ainst log mass in kUogxoams, !3a.UGI? an"ived ~il the . 
eonelusion \lhat it was possible folP· th® total helium content of 
any file'C:eori~e, up to ~he ones containing the largest amoun~ of 
-6 . helium (48 x 10 ccs/grm) ~o be oocountea for by cosBic ~ay pTod-
uction well t'li thin ·the time as sighed as the 'e,ge of ~he Ear~ •. 
'c' Reoc:m·G StudiQfi ,on 'kbe ;,le? wDQ ~ei~ caoteot Qf Uti:J:IeP1'"3.itsHa• 
It seamed bast to investigate the possibility of heliUm 
production by cosmie ~eys in metaoritGs by t~m·methods.i · 
. (i) A deiermiootiofi or· the· amount of 3ne present in m~'i$eoric 
helium; sin.ce coSLAie I"~ys trotU.a ba. rutpecteCl '()c prot1uee this 
. . . 4. 
isotop~ as well as: He. 
(ii) A·aete~mination of QnY vari~t1on in ~he helium content of 
the rnateor1tes ~th irtcre~sing depth from thG surface since tha 
He production by cosmic !Jays would deerease t.Yith' increasing depth. 
• Chapter III ... 
u 
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socond of these tuo methods 1ms investigoted by Dr. 
E~J .t·lil on in the Durham laboratory, notably uith the meteorite 
.. 
(8). s&mPies rTom ·places up to 60 ems. 
apart ·ere used, and he concluded that no significant differences 
in bel um content were founds. Ho~rever, due to the fact that 
this mlteorite is roughly cylindrical in shape, of length 60 ems. 
and ma imurn diameter about 16 ems., it is extremely difficult to 
orient te it with regard to its probable position in the 
pre-at ospheric mass, and hence to form an estimate of lthat 
ion in helium content uould be significant. 
owever, the present work was intended to investigate further 
ove tt-ro methods of approach.· 
decided to extract and purify samples of ~eteoric 
of the order of 10 .... 4 cos. ~J.T.P. from as many meteorites 
investigate their ~e content by tuo methods -
(a) y mass spectrometric measurements. 
(b) y irradiating the helium samples with neutrons in the Haruell 
pile, so that any 3Helium present lrould be converted to tritium 
e .reaction. 
~e 
.2 
+ n 3a 
1 
+ P. 
The tritium uas then to be counted, and having an accurate 
kno :rle.dee of the vol1.m1e of helium put into the sample tube, the 4 . 
pro ortion of 3Melium to Helium could be calculated. 
It was also decided to obtain samples from different sized 
. 
l?. 
-LL 
0 
.. · .. , . 
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ites, taken at intervals along a radius of the present . 
masse , in order to look for any decrease in helium content uith 
incre sing depth. Meteorites as nearly spherical as possible_ 
were-chosen, or at least massive rather than flat·slabs, or ones [ . 
with ~11-defined shapes, in order to obtain samples as men~ 
cent~etres as.possible from the nearest surface. 
I 
! 
§ect~op 2• mxverimentat Procedure• 
~hmsurem~pts ot' Helium Contents for "Depth Effect" 
· · · Iwrestigation. 
(a) Uethog of dissn;l»tipn a.nd ~emoyal or bulk of hydrof!en. 
A dissolving vessel uas made as shoun in Fig.8• 
; The meteorite shavings t'lere ~reighed by difference into the 
I -
glass buc1tet B't tlhich <t:ras kept in the neck '!i until the initial I . 
de~~~S.ing '·ms complet.~. About 30 milligrams of meteorite uere 
I . . . 
generally used~ The re-agent ~s 2N H2so4, saturated with 
K2S2fa• It was found by experiment that H2so4 of strength 2N 
was .uiekest and most effective for dissolving iron meteorites, 
and 2s2o8 was added to prevent the iron from beconing "passive". 
By sing this re-agent uith a warm bath at about 4o°C round th~ 
dis olving vess~l, the whole of the meteorite sample could be 
bro ht into solution in about one hour, 
The dissolving vessel t~s evacuated via tap E until the 
re- gent was effervescing freely, ~men tap E. was closed and a 
sroafl electrolysing current applied across the t~o platin~ ~ires 
~mifh dipped into the reagent. The hydrogen and oxygen 
proruced served to flus~ out the dissolved air from the reagent, 
and vmen about 5 mms presure of gas, measured on the mano~eter C 
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had een produced, the electrolysis uas stopped, and the tep E 
to v euum opened again for about one minute• The t~p E uas 
then closed again, and the whole flushing proc~ss repeated six 
This flushing in bat.ches was found to ,be much more 
effe, tive than continuous· pumping. and electroly~·ing; since u:lth 
the atte~ the partial pressure of helium is only reduced very 
slow y oving to its speed of back diffusion·, After the Hhole of 
the issolved air t>ras flushed aHay·, the Tap E lras closed, and the 
rite sample lot·rered into ·the reagent, Any shavings of iron 
trere hot lifted out of the bucket· by evolved hydrogen could 
be thdratm under the solution by means of a magnet. 
When the meteorite sample was completely.dissolved, about 
2 els' pr~ure of pure oxygen t1as let into the dissolving vessel 
via the mercury bubbier D, and the platinum spiral carried on.the 
sec nd and the third platinum wires was heated to bright red heat, 
the whole or the vessel being cooled in water" l'Jhen no further 
dec ease in pressure on the manometer could be detected, a fUrther 
sma 1 amount of oxygen was let into the vessel, and the spiral 
aga n heated·· If no pressure decrease took place the bulk of 
the hydrogen had been removed •. 
(b)~mQval pf \1atsr Vapoyr and Bgmainder of Hydrogen~ 
The charcoal U tube G (Fig:, 30) and the uater trap H t·rere 
the cooled in liquid nitrogen:, the mercury in the ventil F 
lo,ered until it ~ms just above the bend to act as a non-return 
va.Jjve, and the t~p E opened·.~ The me.jori ty of the helium and 
I 
Oxjgen in the dissolving vessel then bubbled past the mercury 
I 
in~o the circulating system. \Vhen bubbling ceased, tap E t·ras 
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shut, the electrolysis repeated~ about one em. pressure of pure 
oxyge let into the dissolving vessel and tap E opened again. 
This flushing ~ros repeated silt times, uhich uas found by experi-
ment tc be sufficient to carry the t>Jhole of the heliW!l into the 
ating system, The ventil F 1:ra.s then clo.sed ,. the liquid 
gen removed from the charcoal ~tube; and the circulating 
pUm.p H set in operation, after having lifted the tl>pler valve. · 
The ~lladium furnaca L was then heatGd for 20 minutes to remove 
the etnainder of the hydrogen, and the uater vapour Has trapped 
out n the liquid nitrogen trap. The circulating pump uas then 
ed, the tap J closed, the tap R opened, and, ~nth the mercury 
e. column raised~ and the column charcoals cooled in liquid 
gen0 the oxygen carrier plus helium t~plered into the first 
oai tube. 
(c) .Esttmgtign gt Hel,itm• 
The column was then set to do 15 operations. Next, the 
mer y in the large compression bulb tfas raised, and the tap to 
the easurihg piran1 openedi' Any deflection observed indicated 
ime,mplete pl'eliminary evacuation or the eol1llilll uhile baking the 
cha coals, and invalidated the experiment. In practice hm·rever, 
onl once did this happen. T'ae column Has then set to do 
ope. ations 16 .. 36 and the amount or helium collected in this 
int rval '1as measured on the pirani gauge • This represented 
99. % of the total helium. At least t'ro calibration readings 
wer then taken with pure helium as indicated in Chapter 4, 
Sec1i~n I~ · 
The column uas then set for operations .37 ""' ~2, uhen the 
, 
rcrei.ning 0.,7? of the heli'UI:! shonld coYJe through. The dGflec~io 
operr:ri;ions 37-1{·2 ue:rc; neasuref, ~nd the colvr:n ~et for 
If ony deflcet~ion uere observcc, it uonlcl 
uould indicatr= either ~ lee!:.: in the 
cli, solving vessel o~ circulating system or else inco~loto 
l.iminery flushing of the dissolving vessel and reacent. This 
terion uas alHays applied in earlier uor1·, ancl in the p:rescn~ 
k until the presence of 3rre ~.ras definitely confirmed. Hhon 
\·ra.s found in meteoric helium, T!leteoric Heon uas then lool~cc1 
, and in fact a S!iW.ll amount of meteoric i:Jeon uos obsorved 
i some samples from meteorites lrlth high helium contents. 
enount of neon ua.s about 170 times sP-allrthan the e~o~.mt of 
helium. 
Meny of the helium samples prepared for mess spectro~etric 
order of 10•4 ccs. n.T.P.uhich t3eant thot 
e pirani ga11ge had to be set to its !ouest sensitivity to be 
o le to measure such a compar@tively l~rge anount. tn1sn all the 
h lium had been brought through the column, the pirani ge~ge 
t· s then set to a very high sensitivity, Bore thon 100 times 
gher than before and the amount of neon measured. The results 
lll'ith the older m(?thod, vrhen the pirani sensitivities t·rere 
ch louer, the sensitivity ranee used for the helium measure-
ant HaS already the best possible, and an Q!TIOUnt Of neon 100 
if.aes smaller than the helium uould pass undetected •. Only then 1 
~n the cases.uhere the amount of neon uas of about the same 
I 
.I 
~rder of magnitude as the helium, Has the above-Bentioned 
dorrection for atmospheric helium conta~ination Qpplied. 
,.,. 
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izn· this case, it would be necessary to bring the rest of the 
neon /through the column by completing the operations UJl to 611 
meastfre it, and. then obtain a correction. figure by calculating 
from the amount of neon present the arno~t of atoospheric helium 
pres~nt in the· meteoric h~lium sample• Again,in practice, this 
<vras G-ver necessary as no comparable amount of' neon uas found to 
come throUgh the col.U!Y'..n during an ordinary mateori te experiment. 
desi~had solel~ to measure the helium cohtent, uhore only 1o•6ecs, 
of m ~taoric helium ,.,ero use_d. 
Se.ct .on . C ~). Xmresti£at3.on of 11D§pth Ef{ect 11 tdth Trevsa 
· Meteorite. 
By courtesy of the authorities of the Mineralogical 
Institute of the University of Marburg, a series of special 
drillings ~rere obtained from the, Treysa meteorite· t uhich is 
rou€h1y.spherical and of radius 12 ems. The samples t·rere taken 
at cne em. intervals from one to seven ems. in depth. 
RA~1fl.ts: 
i 
I 1 
2 
3 
lt-
'5 
6 
I 
I ? I 
I I. 
§aries I. S§ries .2. Bf:peat • 
26,07 Spoilt by air 26. 03 
leak. 
S~oilt by 26.43 
a r leak. 
26.27 
26.-91. 26,47 
25.13 26.32 
25.55 24.77 
26.42 26,42 
26~86 26.86 
~. 
26.05 
26.69 
25.73 
26.86 
At the time of c~rrying out the above deteTrni~ations, ~t was 
not own at what depth the decrease in helium content t;rould be 
deta tablet and since the results lrere so close together, e.g, 
the elium content at 2cms~ is almost exactly the same as at 6crns 
they wero taken to indicate that no depth effect was to be found 
and hat therefore no appreciable cosoic ray influence uas 
appa ant. As trlll be shot1n later, this tr.as erroneous, · 
Samples of' the meteorite· nToluca" -w-are a.v:=.dlable for 
tigntion, A flat slab of Toluca, the property of Professor 
anetht is kept at Durham~ and another flat slab of Toluc~ 
in t e British Museum. It seemed likely, from theorientation 
Top 
II 
e \-Jidmannstatten figures 't-Ti th respect to the remains of the 
~ . ~ust, that these two slabs had been fairly close together 
e original mass before cutting. 
It therefore appeared worth while to investigate sam~les 
these, although the data on the position$ of the drillines 
, t-11 th respect to the orrig1nal mass, .was some't:rhat uncerta~n. 
:lt>lyca (Durham> SJ ic@ .• 11 • 
•• 
(C) 19.82. 
J.9;63. 
Average: 19·22· 
Edge (B) 19.67 
Average: iti. 
- 4? .... 
rhe distance between D and C is 15 ems. 
Toluca (Britie;h.Hyeeym) Slice. 
Pn~ition, 
~ge (Outer Slice) 
(AJ 
~dge (Inner 
~lice) (b). 
~ent •e (!nner 
Slic ~) (C). 
T A B L E.·· 12, 
Helium Content {:xlO""' ccsV'~rm.) 
19,14 
Average: ~· 
The distance bet"t·reen A and C is 18 C!:1S. 
The distance bet·waen B and C is 14 ems. 
The distance bettreen A and B is 14 ems. 
'· .. , .. 
Since the position of the above samples, uithin the orici.r£>.1 
mass~ t1ere so ill-defined, it is impossible tp sey uhether or not 
the small differences in helium content represent ~ny sien:tf'ica!'lt 
"depth ef'feet 11 , 
In addition, a further sae':!ple of Tolu.ca H8JS imvcsti~t''i.;Ct1, 
%0luca (Ham!m~ 1Suesa). 
T A B L E J.3. 
DetHrminatiori r~o. 
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specim ns (28)., .the evidence th~t they tv~re part. of the smue 
ortgin l mass is so seanty that the laPge difference in heliUI!l 
eonten s cann~t be truten as evidence of a dapth effect. 
J:bvest~getioEkQf the "Dentb Ef'teet" iq rtC&bo", r . . . . . . . 
e meteorite "Carbo" seeme~ a particularly promising 
speei n. for an investigation o~ tl')e .depth effect, since it 'Has 
. . . 
. . 
though.rather irregula~.mass ot about 450 ~· Its shape 
vms not sphe~ical, but rather conical, as shown in Fic.lO; but 
. 
at l& st it offered the possibility of obtaining samples at much 
grea er depths from the nearest surface thGn had hitherto been 
avai able. 
/At first, samples of a few milligrams t~re qissolved for 
inve tigation by the method given in Section 2 of this cheptor, 
but ater it was found possible to measure both the absol~te 
content and the %a and4rl$ ratio on o~e and tho SG!'\€l 
sam le, so that samples · ot 5' -·to grms • were th0n used as 
des 
Samples from t\ro bore-holes, at right angles to each other, 
available, the·inner ends of the bor~ holes being only a 
re ems. apart4! 
Re~ult~ 3 .. 
LongitUdinal Hole. 
Depth (ems) He c:o~eot (x 10 ccs/grm) 
0 .23.03 
o. .~ 22.30 
1• 5 c 21·70 
2. 5' 09 3 21.06 
3 20.81 
6 19.50 
9. 5 18.5'3 
13 17,60 
17 1?.24 
21 17,o4 
2S • 5 16.83 
3~ 17,13 
Depth (ems) 
0.5 
3 
'·' 6 
12 
18 •. 5' 
He content (x 10·6ces/ga1) 
19~45' 
20625 
19.24 
19.01 
18.64 
17.50 
241- "tl CONTENT 
--.J ~0-6ccsjgrm) 
20 
18 
FIG. 11 
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y of the figures quoted in the above table arc the moan 
least two determ:i.nations~·and.the error is thought to be 
. Th~,_fQr ax~p~~,.two detQ~m~nations u~ra done at 
the p ·int 28,5 ems. along th~ lon~itudinal hole, and gave tho 
figur s"i6~83 and.i6,84 X 10.;,6 ecs/grm. respectively • 
. . From Tabla i4~. and. F:i.i;~ll, it. can be. seen that at last e, 
very ele~r demonstration of the 'ldepth .effectn in a meteorite is 
The curve for the longitudinal hole is extrenely 
amoo h# decreasing continuously to~rords the centre. It appeQrs · 
that thi-s bore~hole goes past the 11pre•atmosphorie centro n of 
eteorite; sinee .a dafinite incrGase in helium content is 
observed between 28.5' and 36 /ems, dopth; so that the 11 tr.uen 
r-e appears to be .at about 28~5 ems, alona the longitudinal 
The irregularity in the helium figures for the 
hole seem.to be accounted for by the fact that there 
is holloH in the surface of the aeteorite at a point above the 
3 .· s. depth position of the transverse bore-hole. In fact, '\;he 
metrori te hed never ME!ti movad trom its stand in tho Hnrv!.ll'd 
M eum~ the d:rtll:ings being o'btainod in situa The helium 
tents of the samples ~rere then measured, nnd the irreeulcrity 
C!ld in the transverse hole. When the figures trere sent to the 
M eum authorities, Dr. Clifford Frondel had the .metaovito turnod 
Meteorite-dissolving uesstl., 
FrG. 12 
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above-mentioned hollot..r Has then found. 
iscussion of the implications of the curve ohteined for 
the lo gitudinal hole is given later in this chapter. 
Deter;ni nation of 3He nod 4He ratios in Met€or·;.t0s. 
desirable to have as large e quantity of heliUEt 
as pes ibla for mass spectrometric measurements, and in feet 
usua.ll 10•4 ccs~ was obtained Hith 10 ... 5 ccs. in one eJrperirilGnt, 
-
6 ccs. in another these lest tHo being specimens Hith lol'r 
' contents, it Has necessary to dissolve about 10 gl':?s• of 
ite for each determination. T.his necessitated ~ ~~ch 
dissolving vessel than previously used, and 'Go o1nr:i.t'te 
eduction of laree q:J.anti ties of hydroeen by Dcid Oissol:~t~on 
-potassium c&ride solution ,.,as used (29)_, uh:lch gave no 
evolution. 
The dissolving section ~~s designed es in Fie. 12. ~1e bulb 
was bout 600 ccs. volume. 
the lass bucket B in the side a.rm A until the rca~ont hed heen 
from dissolved air by b•ubbline tlU'o~h uith 1)P.1•e o:::rycen 
The buctt~t '·ra.s then louered mtc;netlcclly 
the reagent, the sht!vings extracted, and tho btic1:et c.:nd 
chments lifted cle<:~r of the reagent, irnto 1;hc siac aru C7 to 
reaeent to bo magnetically stiT:rad. Th; "t!l5.s means, ·t;hc 
shavings co\lld be dissolveil uithin 5 to 10 Binutc::s. 
If stirrinc is not cerried out, the ~6teoYi t~ sr:1.?vi!'lgs 
tcdd to beco~e cove rod Hi th a laye:i' of d:ts='leced co!)~Er, u~:.ieh 
stJps :further :re<1ction, 
I 
a trcnsrer of tho heli\le eontent to the eirculotinc systcn 
SoBC as doserihed in Section 2 (b)t e~eopt thct o2 uns 
throueh the solution to :renove tlissolved holitl!!l, 1notco.d 
of ele t~olyt1c flushine. About 2 or 3 eeo. of water ~~ro 
rGmove itt the cold trct~, nnc1 as a precaution the eooas ucre 
t!te(l through the pollacliurn furnace fo:r 20 ninutco to onsure 
f any hydroaon bnd boen generated it tmuld he ro~ovcd. 
The . aet1onation or the holiurn Has then eelrriod out cs before, 
e bolium anount rncaaurod on the pirani aauce. 
roQano of a ooss speetronoter opocic:lly built to uoz-1>: in 
»y neutron irradintion 1n tbo lmruell p:llo ana noosurc:lo.nt 
Of a r~diO•GCtivity Of the tritium procluced f~O~ tho 3fteliume 
For mothod (1) 1. t. ':res necessary to diluto tho :oetcori te 
hel um trl.th ·sufficient ens of a d1f£oront r!nss to faeilitote tho 
gas honcllina operations in the speetrometer. Ar~on t~o cho~en 
ost suitable for thio purpose, end the arronge~!ent of tho 
or punp s tms as shown in Fie. 29 • 1\10 ::H.1!:1!'lc tubes ot o. 
ti o tro~e sealed onto tha leads from tho ttm uc.y tap. The 
~a oorie helium sn~ple uas introduced into tho no~sur!ng Pu~cn1, 
an oftc~ rnoas?Jroment of the anount tms toplered !nto u ~anple 
tu~o .• lo-200a. o:reon uns then toplered from the pipottinc syoto~ 
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'into he tube, the .mercury raised nearly to the constriction, 
tube sealed off at the constriction. 
F r method (ii): Hydrogen Has the most suitable filler gas, 
it is ·isotopic tJith tritium and ,,ras therefore the best 
er", and secondly it ~~s feared that the small amount of 
trit" produeed in the tube after irradiation would be partly 
take up by chemi-so~tion on the glass \1Talls of the tube, and 
hyd~ gen trould tend to prevent this, Since the temperature of 
the ubes probably rises during irradiation to about 100° c., 
it 1s necessary to _fill the tubes only to about one-third of an 
atmo phere pressure, Special sample tubes hDd to be made, of 
thin \'!alled soda glass (about ~. thickness) Hith the sample 
tubJ, break off septa, and sufficient tube left above the septa 
to eal on to the counting apparatuS only about 5 ems long 
Also, it was necessary. to know accurately the 
t of helium 't'rhich was actually sealed off in the tube, j n 
r to be. able to calculate the 3ae/4HE ratio from the tritium 
Thus, cylinder hydrogen was streamed into a 
through a large charcoal U-tube cooled in liquid 
rogen to trap put any traces of more adsorbable gases. A 
~s bulb was then made 1d th t't-10 taps attached in series, and 
space between them was calibrated by; filling tnth mercury 
'tveighing. The bulb and taps 11ere then attached to the 
hy rogen rsservoir, and the bulb filled to a pressure of 6.25 
c,s.whiCh ensured that lO~l ecs, of hydrogen uere delivered by 
t~e pipette giving one-third atmosphere pressl_,re in the sample 
tJbes. The hydrogen Has found to be free from helium by 
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through the column in the normal '!:ray. The 
nd taps were sealed into place on the tube leading from 
the f actionating column to the large compres~ion bulb. The 
~s then obtained in the usual uay, 
meas d on the pirani gauge, toplered into· the samnle tube, 
' ~ ' . 
pipette-full of hydrogen also toplered into the sample 
tube. The mercury t1as then raised right up'into the 
the sample tube sealed off very ·carefully uith 
ally made small gas jet. The position of the mer~ury 
constriction t·ra.s fixed by a scratch mark on the glass; 
of the tube broken orr, and the dead space volume 
measur d by filling lrlth mercury to the scratch mark and 
• 
This volULle 't'Jas in ~adh case. only about 1 x l0-3ecs. 
of the sample tube was obtained by measuring carefully 
~rlth c ipers, and the dead space volume left behind 'ms always 
~ o. % of tbe sample tube volume. 
In eaeh of the above tHo methods, sample tubes containing 
only a gon or hydrogen respectively were also made up to serve 
as ttbl s"~ ah.d sample tubes 'Here mode up containing accurately 
amounts of a 3HeJ4He mixture obtained from Harwell of 
to serve as calibration standards, Hith the 
appropr ate filler gas added, 
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Section 5. Resuljrs. 
(1) Clarendon Laboratocy Spectrometer. 
(a) Calibration Samples. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Argon Filler, 
x 10-1ccs. . 
1.t0 
0•96 
' . 
0•98. 
0•73 
T A B L E _ 1 !?• 
3!!f/~e 
mixture. 
ccs. N.T.Pe. 
0 
1 •. 04x10-2 
1.os.x1o~3 . 
. 
i•27x1o.;.4 
~~He/~e 
~:atioQ 
-
3•71+0.02% 
-
3e74z.0.03% 
3·13±.0·05% 
Remark§. 
Blank sam~le 
for argon 
purity teet~ 
-
-
-
(Harwell spectrometer gave 3.01%. 3He/4ae ratio.) 
(b) 3He/~e ratios in "Carbo" meteorite. 
TABLE 
Longitudinal Hole. 
Depth (ems);, 3He/~e. ) · ratio {%). 
o.s 28.4 
-~ ~-«.5~.3 28.8 
6 28.8 
9;5 28.5 
11 27 .. 8 
28.5 27.7 
Transverse Hole. 
Depth (ems) 
o.s 
3. 
1'2. 
19·.5 
3He/~e. 
rat1n%). 
28.3 
28.9 
28.7 
28.1 
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T A B L E .17. 
(c) ?He/~e ratio in 14 meteorite samples. 
Mount Ayliff• 
Tamarugal~ 
Carbc .. 
Toluca (Durham) 
Sacr~~en.to PAts. 
Arisl e. 
Bethl ny (Amalia) • 
San l artin. 
Henb J.ry •. 
Neg:r~~.l).os. 
Beth~ny (Harvard). 
. Coah~illl• 
Uwet. 
Tol'tlca (Hamburg). 
Total HelG~Jontjnt. (x 1 o- ££S_grm • 
18.9 
11 0 21 
5·32 
3.4 
1.76 
o.aa 
o.46 
0.36 
0.20 
T A B L E 18. 
(d) Neon Measurements. 
29.7 
30.75 
27.2 
27.8 
16.8 
25.4 
19.0 
17.8 
23.3 
11.0 
He. %ontent (x 1 o~:ccs/grm). 
.Ne. wontent He/_Ne ratio. N~IDle. 
Tol,~ca 
(Durl~) 
CaJ;'bo 
(0.5 ems) 
Carbo 
(3 ~rns > 
(x 1 o-vcc/s:rrm.) 
18.6 11 t4 164. 
20.94 12.3 171. 
~· 56 M 
t must be stressed that these neon measurements Here 
ed out incidental to experiments tlhich uere really designed 
to o·,t~in helium. for 3Heh~ ratio determinations, and that 
fore the highest degree of accuracy 't~s not attempted in 
the ce.surement of the neon~ Ho~..rever, it seems certain that 
meteorites do contain some neon~ probably· of cosBie ray 
produced origin; and thot the neon·contant is about 170 times 
sma ier than tl1:e heli."Jn content• · 
C i i) Tt;1 tfWn liL7 tbo<J. • 
The eottnting of the tritium in the sample tube after 
irr diation in the pile tras undertakem by Dr~K.F. Chackett, 
and Dr-' .e,.Ba.trett ttt the University of Birminghruih 
Four calibration samples~ containing 1 x 10~3 ccs. of 3~~ 
3He e mixtur3~ one tube ~th 1 X 10~1 ccs• of atmospheric 
he.l U1J~ ttro tUbes 'trlth 1 x 10~ ecs• or meteoric helium, t·Jere 
use ~ all these being filled in addition uith 1 x 1o•l ccs. of 
pur and one tube conta~ning 1 x 10~lces. of pure 
hyd ogen alone to act as a 11blank" uas used·• 
It was shovJn that the gaseous activity 't1Tas due to tritium 
by n investigation of the shape of the JJ spoctrum by means of 
oportioni~· @ounter .• 
It soon became obvious that several difficulties had arisen. 
(1) The difficulty of releasing the tritium·quantitatively 
fr the irradiated ampoule. 
It vms observed that, after the ~poula had been broken, a!V 
was 
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inside taken into the counting apparatus, sore tritiur.l 
eased from the 1~alls of the a111poule. 
{ ) Adsorption effccts·on the ~rolls of the geiger tube, 
y due to the discharge itself, driving ions contoining 
triti into the walls, and making decontfmination betueen :runs 
almost impossible. 
(3) The 3He content of the samples, and hence the cov~ti~e 
rate, uas too high. (Up to 100;000 c.p.rn. uere recorcee froY" D 
t:rhich had conteined 4 Jt 10-5 ccs. of 3ne). 
ecau.se of these difficulties, and sine~ the C.i,UE~t:.ty of' 
meteorites v.ras· found to be quite large enou.ch 'to l10 T~cle 
tely by 1::~ss spectrometric !!leans, it ·t-ras decidEd to 
tinue the tritium ~ethod. 
ouever, it should be pointed out that if it is neccs~::r~, 
later to investigate the 3uehe ratios of meteorit~s uith 
very lot-r helium contcants, this method - due to its high 
offer an adva~tage over the muss 
1.- CjllcuJati.on of Cosmic Bav Pr~fl.21C~":ion of :r0J ~.Ji'"71~ 
Bpve:r • s fls;turs ~ An isotropic flllli of cc~~ic ~~~r t1Brtic:1cs 
ee S;}oce of 1. 5 p~rts/cf!J2 /sec --- cxponcnti:.-.1 ~b~o:r•:rtion 
8 absozo·~:t:ton m/f/p of 150Y'<f!J2 in iron and :~ro(j:.~!Ci';'l[? GP1 
aver-. r:~e of one ria nucleus pc.;r d isrup.tion. 
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uas tot~lly Glterecl by ~he discovery (JO) of 
Pi mesons, prm~ucee! in su.bs:hantiol nunbcrs by 
ther:1se1ves strongly intez>act t-rith nucleons, mu1 
ently a "transition effect" in the number of interac·t:lor.s 
depth is to be €xp~cted~ 
~~~~~· High energy primaries eisappeoring eo e rcs1at 
'I::Jill give rise to lot-r energy ev~poration prrticlcs 
of them He nuclei) but alsp to pi nesons end s~co,ooory 
s and neutrons sufficiently energetic to initi~te further 
star I reduction ... so cellc;d shol·.rer particles •. ancl 0 pro:!}OI'tton 
secondary pcrticles trill be sufficiently ener~etic to 
ftU>thar 11shouers "• 
n the calculations undertDkem to qetermine the c.1e,th 
ence of helium pro«uetion in meteorites by cosEic r~ys (31) 
it has been essumcd that the direction of motion of t:"Je pri.r.Jory 
part by particles of subseque~t gencretions, ~nd 
considerations of conservation of momentlEfl,- this uill be 
suff ciently near the truth for the hiGh energy particles and only 
in t \vould any variation be i:Jportant. 
The calcu.l~tions are confined to iron meteor:, tcs, Gnc s~ nee 
the nly impurity present in these to ~my significant onot!.nt is 
1 (up to 15% in sone) the treatment is a~plied to an infinite 
slab of iron. 
Since the energies of the star producing p.9rticles w:re ucll 
a'Po e the Coulomb barrier, and it seems that in this case the 
int raction c?ors section is almost independent of the nature an~ 
... 59 .. 
' and e ergy of the incident particle~ the nuMber of pri~ariGs ~nll 
be at enuated exponentially so that~ et any dep~h x1l ~ho residual 
inten ity of p~ima~iss· ~11 be: given by t-
J 1 = J o' · 0 .., fAx: 
were := . · ~ {absoxoption coefficient) 
, A 
nere n i.s the . Avogadro rJum~cr 
a is effective cross s0ction of the iron nuclo'l2S. 
~ is the density of iron. 
A is atomic treight, 
Jo is the intensity of nux in frea space 
The of interaction per unit volume of iron will be 
-1-'X .. 
11 = .)J.. J1. = Jo J-'-e 
and ate of production of nevaporation 11 particles by the priot:1ry 
radi iions at this depth will be 
l\11 :: Il. !1 = Yl. . Jo re 
·~2!: ' 
Whe?a Y1 is tha mean yield of a~aporation particles per 
interaction. 
· int~ractions ~dll also produce secondary particles ett a 
rat· given by l 
•)"X 
s1 .Jore 
tibero S is tha mean shower particle Yfeld fran the inter-
l 
&ct on of~ priaary particle' with an iron nucleus. 
Tho flux of the "fil'st generation" secondary particles ~t 
any ~ivon depth can be obtained by solving the differential 
equttion representing the difference bst~~en tho rotc of rorrn&t-
ion/ of secondary particles, and tha rate of their disappearance 
.. 60 .. 
interactions, the latter given by3 I 2 = ~J2 
•)-(X 
= sl Jo JA-e .. j-t.J2. 
This ·lux of secondaries '!:Jill give riso to inte:rac\;ions et t1 
rate f 12 equal tot f"' J 2 ·= Sl Jor
2 X e •;--.X 
. . 
ll produes evaporation particles at a rate a 
. = I y 
2 '2 2 
: 2 • ,J.tX 
:; Y2 Sl Jor X a 
Y2 is the mean yield oi·evaporat1on pa~ticlos pc~ intorw 
acti n of a secondary uith an iron nucleus (the energy spsct~um 
bei that appropriate to tha secondary particl~s). 
Similarly; the flux of the third generation of high e~crcy 
part cles vnth a mean shower particle yield s2 can be obtnined 
if t e energy spectrum of the secondary particles is knmm. 
In general, the flux of thepth generation of onereetie 
part cles is# 
n""'l n-1 
Jh lbtn:l)J Jo/' 1r 
and he corresponding numbe:r of evaporation particles Hill be : 
n n-1. ~x · 
N ~. . JoM x e Yn. ~.s2 . ---SCI'> l 
-"(ii,;;].)! · I -J. 4!• • 
'!bus, £11e total rate of helium prctluctiotl at dop'i::h x uill 
be sum of all such terus, mul tipl:.ted, by ex , the 
fra tion of the evaporation particles Uhieh yield helium, i.e. 
tho e particles initially 3a ~ 3ae, or 4ne. 
The helium yleld pGr. fll"&a. of iron at depth x, is: ... 
- 61.-: 
H (x) ~ .. ~ w •. 
. . ' • }\X [ . . 2 
::; ...s_ Jo~e Y1 +rx . s1 .Y + r e . · · ·2 21 
+ ;i3 3 S:t· s2 .s3 ~4 ~ •• ·] ·--- (;) 
.e energy sp~et:rurn of the.seeondery particles is YJo~o or 
less· ndependent of the energy of tho incidont radiation (32). 
Thus he mean yield of evaporation particles aad the rne~n shower 
yield ~11 be the same for successiva generations after the first 
can put: 
end 
y e y = y4 ...... • 
" 2 3 =Y n 
s ~ s = s ·--- = s 2 3 . ·4 n 
Hence equation· (1} can be rot1l"~.tten 3 
H(x) :'Jora·J-4.'JC [Y1 + !L!n ·(e)"Sn x _ 1)] atom.sHe/gFe/see/ · 
Sn .. 
star~ - - ~ (2). 
The effect of the heavier cosmic r@y mesons has bee~ 
.. 
cted in this derivation, since their y6eld is so ssell es to 
give no appreciable effect~ The pZ>odu.ctio.n of n.etllt!'al LOi-ncsons 
. . . ( ~4 ) has lso been neglected' since their lifetime rv 10 sec is so 
shor that they will al~ost all decay before interac~i~&~ and the 
. . 
:resu tine particles, J'A- h1esons ~ electrons, high energy photons ,G·te. 
do n t givs strong in~eTactions trlth nucleons, 
The charged pi-rae sons, on the other hand, 1:1hich normally 
' ~· 
y in the· atmosphere before !ntaraction, uith a lifetime or 
2• X 10•8 see(33) eorresponding to 2 mean decay lGngth of 
103 em. ~dll almost certainly undergo a nucleBr interaction in 
iro and have hence been included in the above treatment. 
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e primary cosmic radiation appears to be conposed of 
posit vely charged nuclei. ~f y~rr .. high Gnergy. It seems that 
85% of the primaries are protons, and almost all the rest 
~e clei? ~rlth heavier nuclei only cont~ibu~ing about ~ to 1% 
(34) 37L~ Since~ at·the very high. energies concerned:> the nuclear 
actions of tha primaries are more or less independent of 
'"chemical n nature, they have all. been treated as protons t 
-assumption should. not give rise to any signifiount errors, 
In de.ducing an empirical express~on for the enere;y or 
primary radiation~ three energy regions 
have to be considered: 
(i) The very high energy region where geomagnetic effects are of 
lit le valuG in analysing the spectruril. A consider£1ti·on of tha 
siz distribution of extended air shovrors (36), and absorption of 
rad ation underground (37) has led to general agreement on B 
pow r law spectrum of the formt F(E) dEoc: $11 
2,67 
E 
only been applied bet't·reen the energy limits 5'0 
B.e,v. to 5 x 103 B.e.v. leaving a large gap betueen 50 B.e.v. 
. . . 
an the maximum 15 B •. e.v~ of· the spectrmn ded.ueed from gao-
The consequent uncertainty liill not be very 
~ ortant, since the number of particles with energies in this 
re ion is comparatively small, 
~ . . 
( 1 ) The spectrum of the lower energy end has been investigat·ed 
by measuring the energy flux or niltnber nux of the primary radia-
tirn as a function of geomagnetic latitude •. Thus Van Allen and 
/Sin_eer 
-··63 ...... 
( ·38) · btein :i 
sWta 
. -~1·1 
J ·(>~ ) . 
= 
; is_ magne.tic ri'gidity. (~) of parti~le 
'l'h.i . f. rtit F(E)ciE :: p.o);iaaE , . ~ 
·. · E~(l+0;~09~) 
(E is particl~ Bnorgy in B.o~v .. ) 
is ch e 'to Neher (39) and the form : 
J ( >E)· = Q,30 . 
. ·· o.90 ~ o.or; 
E 
. 9 
in 10 volts. 
to Hinkler et al (4o) (t-there the primaries aro asstmted 
all protons) • 
Thera appears to be no particle of energies less than about 
•V•. At latitude above tlbout 56°N; uhero the pGmit'God 
s. of particles of energies less than this value ~rould be 
expe tedt no such increase in flux is found, Junossy (41) has 
thQt the cut off is due to the magnetic field of the 
. -
sun, but von Kluber (42) found no eviddnce foT such B oocnatic 
The suggestion has also been made that particles of 
of tess than ·1 'B•e .. v •. may be stoppad by interstellar ' 
(' ~ . . " 
Fo~ the reg:l:on 1 to .1'5 B.e .. v. a form ·of' the spectrum 
s,im lar to Vmn Allen and Singer 1 s and also hfinl{ler at ol has been 
ado tad, but 1'11 th Jo (the obscrlute nux) half uo,y bet't·roen the 
vai e O.,ll.:J.:. parts/sec/em2/sterad obtained bv nab.ers ·ionisation 
eur ent measurements and tn~ value'0.29 parts/sce/em2i:Jtcrat1 ob-
tai ed by t·t:tnkler and Van Allen and Singer 'by counter telescope 
met~odsj namely: Jo = 0.22 parts/sec/cm2/sterad. 
or 
"'"64 .• 
( ) E) = .Q.a2.a 
0.95 
E 
.. F(E)d~ = 
Thus ][:le differentis.l energy speetrtm1 for the uhole range uill 
be 
F($)dE =·0 (E ( 1.0 B~e,v•)· 
·= 0+2ldE (l,O(i (15.o B.e,vq) 
1.95 
'E .. 
' . 
igh energy particles, the heavier eler1ents shou a C!'OSS 
sect on· Nhieh is· more or less independent of the enerey ant1 mxtur' 
of t e particle~ and is only a little smallar that the "geooot• 
" cross section of the nucleus. Taking the valnc oX' :r = 
lo-13 AfJ em. for the nuclear radius due to Be tho~ aad 
all ring a 20% "transparencyn consistent mth recent de'Ger!?linat-
ion for the heavier elements· (4-3)(44)~ a value for the anelear 
iron of : 0.86 x 10•2* om2 is obtnined. 
corresponds to an interaction mean tree pDth o:r 108g/cm2 ~ 
of iron~ ood gives a value of 0 .• 074 for ~ 
at al (45} gives a representation or the relation-
betlJeen incident particle ei'iei>gy and "shoua:? particle" 
iplici~y of the form a 
s = o 47 (E - o,.5'> 
•. l ~ 
E]. the incident particle energy in B.a.v. 
.. 6~r .. I -' 
\'.~ ' iro~: photographic :pla~e expertrnen'Gs~ and wieh l-rlll 
orG proba~ly mako no allo~~~ce for nGutron produe~ion! 
basis of the usual assumption of.the ehQrae independence 
"'' of oo le~X>. forcos~. a nc,..tron cot:ponont ebou,~ as l8rge. os tho. proto 
compo ant .is G.lloued for, assuffil~ng 20;1 of .. the shouc~ p~;Yrticles to 
be pr 'Gons .. (32) .. the astioateclBulti~licity must thon bo :lnet'easod 
by 1• to l:lllotJ for the noutrons • . 
. e mean yield·· of shoHexo particles per interactif.l)g pl'18ory 
part! le is then given by·: 
S t: ·•20 X 0.47 ·s· 00 
1 · • Q~i - o.a> F(J&lflli1 
f~ F(E)<ilE . 
and 9 sing the assumed energy spectr~, tho v~luo a 
• .89 is obtainoo 
imilarly,:using tbe fo~ of energy spec~~ suggcsteu b7 
Carner ni et el ( 33), end assuming that this· is valid i'or all 
gener tions of seeonda~ias, tl?e shouer multiplicity of' thG second· 
Y{E) 
Sn is obtained, Biving ~ Sn ::: · 0.25'2 (n > 1) 
Lack and Pe~kins (46) give a graphical represent-
of ihe. yield of ev~pora~i9n_particl:s as a fune~ion o? the 
.of the incident particles, wnich i'ollous a lau of thG ·form 
. o.36 . 
~.7.0 B . (Bin B4e.v.) 
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. .. 
IntGg atin.g '(;he product of Y(B) 9 and tho e.ssmTied prinary enorgy 
spect um function gives the mann yield.of evaporation particles 
per teraction for the p:rima:ry radiation, oJ?: 
rn = · fxuu F<m>ai · ·· · · . · 
1 
· · f.FO;!;)d0) 
. B: . 
gives yl ::: 10. zj.' 
But. ~ s 1 makes no allo,-m.nce for the presence of neutrons and 
Si~ce (47) the grey poTticles (p~otons) cake up about 2)~ of the 
tota heavy trQckst an ad¢;lition of 25'% td.ll hava to bo mo.do to 
. . . 
allot for neutrons· not included in th<; above t?eotmc.:mt 9 g:lV'ing 
' tal · 
! 1 = 13.41 evaporation part·ieles/star 
. . . 
or t ese (48)? 2~ tdll be3H, 3aa, or ~e (i.e~«= 0,24) eivincr 
1' : . 
yl Oc ~ 3.22 
Butp in addition, ~are u~ll be a further heliuw prodnctio~ 
iated Hith this '':firs.t stortt due to the nuclear intGr:J.ction 
of t a "grey" protons and rnautrons amongst the evo.por~ticm 
. . 
part cles at a distance from the. parent star· or the order or one 
• • • I 
into action length awny.. About one sL~th of the protohs(49) 
inte act, t·rhile pre::runnbly all the neutrons do, so the.t H3 have 
seve twelfths of 5.36 evaporation particles/parent star(p~otons 
plus neut?ons in ti> which will givs ~ise to further stQrs,2~ or 
whos evaporation particles should also be 3n~3He or 4ae, so that 
an a ditional ~~ of 7112 x 5•36 x 0.24 trill be assoeieted \11th 
the This gives a total Y1 o:: of. 3.96. 
Similarly, assuming the constant energy speetrma of the 
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as before (32)~ the :Yield fooction of Caillcl'ini ot al 
(46) s applied for particle energi'es greater thon 1,!;. B.c.v.sinc 
teraction above this. value may b~:l regarded as Gsscntially 
i~ela tic, .but .'for.· .pal'ticle energies louor than 1.4 l3.o.v. tmieh 
may b corisider0d :as giving rise to elastie in~orQctioBs, ~ho 
yield fUnction of te Coutou.r (50) is use&~~ Ftarther, on smilor 
ednsi erations to.ithose in th~ preceding po.rncraphs of the 
. . . ·. ' . \ . . . ' 
addit o~nl. star p~oouction by the ·protons and neutrono C3one thG 
. . ' . ' ~ ' . . . . ( . . . . '' . 
e:vapo ~tion ".t~acks" or the riparent ste.r" .. i,t r.m;r be c1o~uccad that 
ex: = 2.89 
. '' . '. ' ' . lt . . 
that s, the Y'eld of particles in the form 'fle~ 3HG or 3n vor 
. ; . . ' 
ry indueed ste.r ~dll be 2,89. All of thG~c particles· ~1: 
~ 
ot co sc ~ Q.ft~r the lnpso of. sufficient time. to allou the .:n .t·o 
: 3 ' 
decay to :He be included in the to~nl helinill, 
· . ,lle nu:m'ei>ice-1 values ro:r the val~iov.s pe.Femoters cwfl irou be 
insert d into tllo equat~.on (2) and give~ 
-e.o'{4x o.o186lt 
· (3.96 + 33.1~-.(e •l)) atom~ H = 203 J~ 10·3 e (:c) -· . of· 
helitw3 gm!?e/seofsterod at dcap"th x - - - • (1) 
This r lo.tionship is shoun g!?sphicnlly in Pigv.rc 1L~~ together uitl 
tha he i~ contribution from the· pT~~ries and sccond~ios 
Further, the rate o·r helium production at the · 
cen~re -ot a spherical Bess of iron~ ~ad1TI.s r~ isotropicnlly 
irradit tad by cosmic rays, tri.11, shou th<a same dapendence on the . 
:fad ius of the DWSS? aoo hence the centz-al hcl:l.m y;lold \Jill be : 
H(r) X 1•47 :t 10•ll ecs/H.;t;/gFF.J/ye~/4.1"r S6l1d anele.t 
i ':· 
-
. (j 
-lL 
(!atom/: eo/sterad 
-ll' = 1.47 10 
"" 68 -
= 3tl'> i 107 J$·~~24 2!: :;LQ4 1 !t1fcc/yr/411so11d 
6:02 x 10 angle 
To trari fer the t?aa~;men~ from. a plane slab of iron to a sphere, 
oonside Fig. 15~ A point inside the sphere and not at· \':he centr1 
uill be subjected ·to differen~ intensities of radi0tion~· and ~lso 
.. varying proportions of prirnuTy and secondary radiation nccordine 
to the aryirig thicltness of i~on ~rave~aed by partieleD in ~~proa· 
ching t.e po~1t from diftoront diractionse 
total intensity or ~adietion reaching the poin~ P (and 
theref re the :rate of He production at P) in the solid 0ngl.e 
bett'ffle l(> and r.p + d tp will be given by ; 
2 11 ra sin 'f d 'f .H (x) 
r2 
= 2 1r sin 'f r1 <p H(x) 
.. 
·total ~ata of production of helium at point P by radiatia. 
from 4 lr solid angle Hill be : 
.•2 IT' J ~ ·;~o H(x) d (cos 'f ) . ·-- ( ii) 
r2.:::·x2 + y2 ... 2 xyeos 
cos 'f + J~ -~ sin 2 'f --- (iii) 
om (iii) (ii) and {i) the value of ·che integral at (:1i) 
ean be obtained graphically for various values of y, 
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In this i:JaY? a eomplGtc "Gflble. c~n bo draun up fot> S H(~) d 
(cos <p f'o:r va!>1ous radii of iron sDh~J:>es. 
' J: A p I, ·Y· I II(~) d {cos Cf ) (x ~ ) 
' 
.. y "- r o.6 f 0 9 J 0.2 o.to. 0~8 lt»O 
-:;; I ~ ! . I 
Radius I .. (. . ' I Ci!il.i1•" 
0 116.29 I I 5 I~OQ3l l i 10 I~ o. 91:• 20;87 20.74 120•4g 19.85 I 19.17 17.0~~ 15 'l9o72 . 19. '71 19.69 19,6 19"30 ' 10.,2 17o18 
• 20 . 7o62 17.54 17+70 ! 1B~18 18~1, I 1'? 0 ~2 16,17 I ~ 2.72 12.52 13.58 114;7~ 15' .• 82 ! 1~ .. c;n 11;.,1:·2 8.60 3.94 ~.79 11.4 13.59 l .1:-7 13.11 
,,o ,.,,2 
'·§l ,90 8;86 11.?9 l3o32 12,18 
1
6o 3.50 3. ~ 4.82 6•79 10.~~ I 12.06 15·'2 80 1;296 1;,7 2.32 P..;•.03 1 r. 10;,~ 1 .c.u • 100 o.t:-6 0.61? 1,080 i 2.}v2 l 5,97 I 9.2 10.15 i I 
'· 
fo~ th~ tires of irl"adiation. To '(;l:afllsi'er ·~hem 'Go e.bsol"J.\JO 
valu(2.W ~ o. I~oun ebsolu'i:;e he lim content io in.so1.,tot1 :lrr:;o ·(;he 
scale :ln ~;no Zollouing b"aY,. An inspection of T~ble 19 si1ous tho:G 
meteoi 1:~~w 1rlth radii of only ~ feu ems .. t·lill b0 ·che onas u5.:"~h 
h1gheet coGDie ~ay produced heliua content. Fu.rtherp plotting 
the Vc .l'tlCS fllom ·t;he f~st coltimn of Te.blo 19 as in FiGo 16p shous 
that i no~corite of about 10 cmso diameter> uill llQVG the highest 
posed Jl.e ocrri:a.'"ul valtto for the ·cosr-1ic ray helitr.J cvnterrGo 
lrhc nctaorite uf1ordenH has the highost lmoun helium conten~ 
of 33~1 x lo-6 ecs/grm ou~ of 70 different mcteo~ites tihich have 
bee11 fl,n"vGS'GiG~ted (51) • Fu.?thar~ its post-atmospheric diameter of 
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8 ems• fits t:rell~ :t'zlom th~ ~stro•ballistic considerations of 
!·1artin (52) s i.rl th a pre-a'Cmospheric diometer or abo1xt; 10 ems" 
TM us~ the erro1• involved ~n scaling up the !i?elativG valuJ)S 
for. Ta le 19 for a· uoint 4 e:ns. distant fr6m the .centre of a 
~ . . . 
·sphex'e of 5 ems, ·rndi.tis 1fo corre·spond to ·the ahsolu·~e v~l1.te of 
:ja«!l x 10~6 ecs/g~. is'!Jrobably not too se~iom~ o.nd involves 
... ' . . . . . .... ' ... ·.·.• . . . . . . . . 
the· in e:rtion of a scaling factor of 1 .• 84o x 10 .. 6 ecs/gru. 
From· e values in Tablo 19 9 the lines in Fig• 17 e~m ~ou l)e 
eonstr eted• 
k s9 11 if ali the h~lil!iTI in)1orden ~s taken ·~o bo co~ic-ray 
produe a:helium~: the ti@e neces$~ry to produce t~is heli~: 
conten 9n the vtesen~ <lay flux: of cosmic. r~ys~ ~rotllcJ. be ~ 
2.52 x 198 years~ As 'trlll be ~hOWli later, it s9eras tunt the 
propor ion of radio .. genic helium :i,n a ceteorite so hel:lm ... rieh 
as· tfoT en uill be extremely lot-r, a.nd thus not likely· to ol ter 
signif cantly the above estir'lated time for heliu:n production 11 
ted from thG rate of'production deduce~ eor11c~. 
en tbG e~perimcntGl renults for ~royse (contr~l hclit~ 
conten 26 x ro-6 ees/erm),Thunda (8) (een~ral helium content 
30,,3 x 10-6 ccs/grm) and Carbo ~~Longitudinal hole) we super-
on the theo~etica1 curv~s.dcduced by the above treatment 
Qentral heliua con~Gnt of these m~teoritcs~ as in Fig. 
18~ it cari· be seen i1ID'Zlodia.tely· my no clea~ rauic_l vorie'Gion in 
hmt eontent t-ras observed t'rl th the first tuo IJeteori tes i 
· y 8 eDt& and 6 ere" radial. distances :::espeetively 't'rero 
availa le$ wh~reas l'Iith Ca.rbot the varietion is quite cleo.x .. , and 
n 
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furtherm re, the exper~ental curve is as close to thct derived 
by the regoing thQoretienl trea~ont as cquld bo Gl~eetad. !n 
£act, C rbo is not of a sphexoical sha~1e ~ baing nearer o eonieol 
formp ad this has .been,alloued .for as nGarly as poss1'b1o by tho 
follot· The cantra of' the .oriaiMl mass h[l.a been taken 
the point on the bo~s hole tmere the mi~~ helium 
con"cent was found• (It 'tdll be noted tha·t the helitEl content 
rises a ain. betlreen 29 and 37 centimet§is depth ~lona tho borEr 
hole). Distances from this centra point have been uniforuly 
ot:1n in the ratio (actual distance trora this ~oint to 
ent bas9 O!Z.:'t'ha cone~ .redius of e sphet"e of rn~s eqool to 
the pr~ ent mass) uhich involves, a reduction 1!l aistenc;;~s by ~ 
factor or about 0{t.86,.. In practice, this alters th0 eonfomity 
of the experirJ~ntsl eUl."vs t-Ii th the thec>:reticel c1.11!:'vc very little. 
W th reeard to the results for. the transve~se bore hol~ mode 
in Ce.r Ot~ it is Jalt that the llbumpr• in tho eurve ia :::o~t probe:bly 
explai ad by the fact that there is a large "hollou" in the 
deere 
so that t1here tha helium content ~ot~d no~lly be 
"rl th incJJOgsing dapth1> sneeessive samples mr0 in fsct · 
easing depths t.rorn the nearest surfacep until~ the effect 
uhollotJ'~ is· passed» and the helium contont again 
.·. 
0,5' 
2~5-3 
6 
9!t5' 
17 
28o,5-
'' 
• 7la"'" 
figures for tho 3Hol4aG ~atio at v~rioTIS dapths in 
given in·Tablo 20~ and Fig,ll• 
ransverse Bole-. 
28.4 o,, 28q3 
28e8 3 28.9 
28.8 12 28~7 
28.5' 19.; 28.1 
27.8 
27._7 
I ·was first suggested qua.litatittely b:V Dx-,. s~~\,SioeorSJ of 
the t1n versity of l4a~ylaoo, that. the risQ· in the first part or the 
curve n Fig•· 14p Page 67 p fo:v the total production or helium 
- 72 .. 
"filled in" by p:rioary ~particles stoppine 
in the irst trn:1 centmeters of iron.~ 
31\ Si ilarly~ it seGY:.1ad that the rise in the Ee ra"t;io curves 
over.th' first 5 ems, depth might be due to the stopping of primm~ 
ielos in" the first tev ems~ of the meieori te ~ ~1r-.~ loucrir 
e ratio in this range~ As the. flux of ex. particles 
s "rith d<:!pth~ it is to be expeetGd thct the .3zzeJ4-ae :ratio 
e to a maximum~ and then 0 as the mean excitation energy 
ot the r.on nuclei~ decreases with iricmeasing depth 9 the ~io~Re 
ratio 1· t~hich l-JOuld Q~lain tha s.hape of the 
To test this bypothGsis~ the attenuation of prim~~Y ~ 
particl s in iron has be~ investigate4 quantitetivc1y in the 
follOHi 
Range versus Eno:L .. gy :relation fo:r ot po.rticlGS in iron 
ce.n be educed tron the information in rli,xperiBent~l ~Juelear 
Physics • (53) and is given by ~ 
· ~tdia Oe59 R ·~ 6~7 ~ or E ·~ 0,32R 
( R is r nge in g/cm2 t E in B.a .v.) 
The lnt gral.Energy spectrum for Q:. particles in cosr<1ic rediation· 
is give 
1.2 
- 73 .. 
. · 2J.,5 dR particlesro2/sec/sterad. 
o.4i( · o,59) 2.2 · 
R l + Oo08R j 
. . 
reprosan"C; the number 9f a: •s stopping at depth R due 
to ionis -.tion losso Allovmnce is made for nuclear inteructions 
' 
of.~ p rtieles as~ cause of attenuation bv.mul~iplying the 
value-of the number stopping at depth R by a factor 
- c/Vgcr R · 
where 
e A 
of = Avogadro number. 
~ = density. 
i. := At.t·~~ . = assttm~d interaction cross-section 
This o~ l'G!)resents the proportion ~.Yhich. have survived nuclet!r 
interact on in this distance, 
. '
Thus J ( (r = 
should 4 ive·a measure of the HG production at varying depths 
for a beam of cosmic ra~ ~ particles,_ no~ly incident on a 
pla.ne s b of iron; ass~ing that once an interaction betueen 
a prima. a: particle, and an iron nucleus has occurrGd~ all 
trace o : the incident particle is lost. 
·, 
' 
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Due to the apparent existence of a sharp cut~off in the naighbo~­
hood of "i· B.e.v. per ex. 1n the primary eosmie ray spe_eirumi} it is 
to be .expected thot no a. particle~. :tr.i.ll be ·stopped ir the first 
6 o 7 ems. of iron by ionisation loss • Taus? a Ct!r'Je 9 E s in Fig·., 
19~ is obtained f'or tho !lWilber of pmro;;icles stopping Ql; various 
depths in a plane sleb of iron. 
By intearation of these values over a sphe~ical b~dy of 
re.dioo 40 C!!is. (the apparent pre-atmospheric radius of Carbo (see 
Fie. 18) ) 9 fo:r vo.rious points along a radius» Table 22 a.nd Fig~20 
is obta.ined. 
~epth (ems), 
0 
4 
! 
I Partie., e/grm/sf;e/4,. solid i nglaxlO ..6 
! 
i 
I 8 
l 16 
I 21..'-
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' I 
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Nou~ since :tt appears from the previous section that about 8-l.Oems 
depth hes been lPemoved from the original meteorite~ l:~d that a 
good estimate of the ttne of irradiation of the mete~rite is 2.52 
8 . . 
x 10 yee:rs(or half' this time at 't1rlco ths average in~ensity)(as 
tnll bo indieated later,which would give the same he ium produet-
) ~ . ion an estimate of the absolute ~mount of He due to p~imary ~ 
/particles 
Parts./grm/sec/41i' solid angle x 10& 
IV U1 
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stopping at the present ourfaee can now be deduced. 
At 8 c111s. we havG 256 particle/grm/see/ 41r x 10,..6 which is 
-8 . 8 .. 
equivalGn~ to 7.54 x 10 ecs/grm in 2~52 ~ 10 years, 
From Fig~ 20, the absolutG amount of He fl"om 0( o ~ at various 
dspths can no~ be obtained. 
Del)th (ems). 
o.5 
2.5-3 
6 
9o5 
1? 
28.5 
T A B L i 23• 
o.o75 
o.o46 
o.o34 
.0~022 
o.o12 
0··008 
• 
1f these emounts of 4:ae are no-t'J subtracted from the to ~al amounts 
4 
of He at corresponding depths, in order to obtain ~he true 3ae/ 
4Ho ratio produced directly by cosmic ray 1nte~actions ~th the 
iron nuclei~ the following values are obtained~ 
a' A B L i 2'±• 
RQe~l~nlAted jHe~A lb:ltin. 
+------·~--------+-----· -----·· ...... ·~~----. 
28.8 
29.0 
29.0 
28.'7 
28.0 
27~8 
9 
~ 
0 
(f'j) 
© 
= (fi) 
(6 
= 
© 
(j"'G> 
~ 
©:, 
0 
= 
0 
0 
.. 
0 
ClD 
0 
-.MR - ,MR & 
J(R)fl. + f'N(A)fl. P~ rts.jgrmjsec;sterad. x 10 
0 0~ 0~ 
--- -----r- ------- -.----r-- ---- ----, 
and it can b~ seen fl"'om Fig-. 21 ~ha~ the ndip" in the irst part 
of ~he cnrve :ls not much affected by this allowance fo the 
ionisation stopping of primary· 0< particles. 
Tho calculation i~ the previous section was. based on the 
assnmpt:lon ~hat once an 0< particle interacts trl. th a iron nucleu~ 
all trace of the incident·partiele is lost. rp this i~ 
not true, m~ in fact, the excited nucleus. t~nds to r -emit the 
~ particle among ths component fragments, a ditfere t picture 
eoerges. 
In this case, the helium production by primary ~ particles 
at any depth will now be given by: 
Hec:a) = J(R) e .,.;. R +)J. N(R) e-)J. B. pa:rtsk2 /soc/sterad 
uhic~~rneking the appropriate eorreetion.gives 
• 
and Fig. 22. 
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Agaiilp by integration over a sphere, valuas eon be obt ai ~ad for the 
helium p~oduc~ion at points alona tho radius o,f' $ sphe i'a as . be fore • 
Tabla 26 and Fig• 23. 
' 
~ A n It E 26· 
IDonth .lt;rns l. He{nAT"t.~/oFMIA~ft./ 4'Tr ~n'Ht Anl:i'1 ~vlO~~ 
0 615'0 .. .. 
-
- .. 
4 39;0 i 
8 2200 I 
16 870 
24 $10 i 
32 364 
' 
4o ~?6 . ·' ~ .. 
l-!hich, again taking the ·~ime of irradiation as 2.,2 x 8 ~,0 years, 
and th~ prcsGnt surfa~e aa about 8 ems. balou the o:ric !tnal one-~ 
civss tho rollouing values: .. . ' 
~ A -~ L i ,2. 
' 4ae protluc.by p·r~ary Oc: ': ( I ID~n~ (em~), ccs/grm 
lt-1~1 
. . .. 
o.5 0.68 
2 •. ?-3 0~46 
.. 
6 0-.'32 
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For reasons given in the following section~ it appears that 
the eontributiNl of 4gc from Uranium and Thorium in the meteorite 
t-rill be of the orde.r of 0,12 x l0-6ccs/grm (Table 32~ eolHmn. 3) 9 
so that noutJ subtracting the 4ae produced by primacy oc: s and 
4 
the radiogenic He X':rom the total He observedp the follo'Wr..ng 
treatment nay be applied to give the true 3He ;4ae ratio produced 
by eosrnic radiation. 
i 1 ~ 2 f i 1 .~. r . 5 l 6 '7 r 8 " Qr.· 
Dopth !Total H~ 3Hef:-l 4He ! 3a. f 41H· ~~ 4ncRa~ ~e !.rrue. · 
: l(xlO- ccs/ !ocs/gm).ce/g) {xlO~i (eo~mie rati 
· 1 ~· \ ~atioi 1 cc/g)l ~oy . (earn 
l ! l l : pra< • ) ray. 
: ! t i prod 
k._, __ i-2_2_•60 [ 28.~_jJ-?•60 j ~!~ __ _j_O_o~.!_2_j_l_6.+9-I0--+-2_9 o_8--i 
29.7 
Ii'x>om Fig.24)) it can no~·r be seen that €loo dacrease in ~he 314 ratio 
is rsnoved~ and~ in i'Elet, that the trne 314 ra.tio is ~till 
increasing tdth decreasing depth~ as ~rould normally be expectedo 
Fw:thsrv from the calculation of La Couteur (5'0~ ~ it is eleax> 
tha~ the ~rue 3He~s ~atio is dependent to some extlnt on the mear 
anergy of excitation of the nu.elei involvedp and thi ~ will depend 
on the ~elative contributions ot primary and seconda~y particles tc 
.:.· 79 ·· .. 
the total hclim production at the point in question. To test 
~hisll tho rcle'(;iva p:ro,o:rtion of hel:ttiDJ produced by pr maries to 
~otnl h~lium produced by primaries and secondaries htts been worked 
out. This 1ws been done by taking values along i:hG a bpropria.te 
a 
curvos in Fig.14, mnd integrating thelll over a :spherica!L body of 4o 
ems. raditm. 
T"k'!0 X'olloti:lng values ero obtained: · 
1
1 
• . . He due ;to. Prim2rio s • He duo to tntsl rnc'(iAtinn .. 
rJou~ ·i:? the t'~ue 3/4 Ratios. a:re dependent on the m'ean -
mwi tv:~:1o~ cne~gie.s t) tha:re should be a di:recu :re'latiot ship betWeen 
th~ ~ctio ~- 3He pro~uced obtained.f.rarn the meas~~ed values in 
Total Ho p~oducad 
Tabls 28v &nd the ratio ·- He PtP!iuced bx primaries 
Total e produced by primaries and 
se~onda.ries 
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The v~1u0s ob~ained ~e plottad in Fig,25, end i' can be seen 
th@t the rGlationship is linear~ es uould be expected 
Com;ll?§:i on. 
~ou this, it seems that the "fillin~in·of the r1rst part of 
~he uc~sured 3ne~'He Tatio e~e is due to the effect of the 
prioa~y 0( p&rticles. in eosmie radiation$ but that, as uell as the 
addition of 4gs from 0( particles stopped by ioni$e.ticn loss, the 
above treatment suggests that for eoch nuclear intarGctiont the 
. 
e2rcited iron nucleus lrlll tend to re .. emit one partie, e in excess 
of those expe~t~d, o~ namely, that the incident particlo tends not 
to losa its identity in the excited nucleus • 
. 
It should be pointed out here that the above tr~atment must 
neeessG1ril;r be :regardod as a ttbest approximation"~ ir viel·! of the 
inherent uneertninties in· data on the size and shape of the 
..,; 81 .. 
. .. 
meteorites. Carbo is of a some~1at conical shape wi h the present 
baso of the cone apparently the nearest surviving por ion to the 
ori~ino.l s~f~ce. The apparent "centre-" of the pre~ 
rn~ss (deduced fr~m the louest .helium value) is obout: 
bolou the ·apex of the cone! · . A consideration of Fig, 23 shows that 
the above treatment is quite sensitive to the assumed .depth of the 
present surfeee below the oriainal surface. Thus, if a depth of 
4 cr1s. is taken~ instead of the 8 eMS• assumedt the 4. e eontributio 
froB primary ot 's will be doubled, e.nd the ,3He/4-He c e will be 
rnisod and snoothed out even more, On the other han , if the 
depth trorc taken as 12 ems. the 4He contribution from primary 
.oc • s t-rould be almost halved, and the ttbump n in t e ,3He/4He 
curve t10uld be rnuch less affected~ Also, the effect or cavities 
in the originnl mass on the helium content and 3He/4H ratio at any 
given point cannot be estimated• Hotre'tfer, it still emains that 
Carbo is by far the best approximation to the ideal s herical 
meteorite uhich has yet been investigated; and the o y one knot1n 
to cn::lst tmich may perhaps throtr further light on the ttdepth 
effect", namely "Hoba t'!est", appears to prase·nt great difficulties 
in respect of obtaining a~y samples• 
The Uranium and Thorium ·values for this l•JOrk ba e been deter-
mined by Nr.J.C.Dalton, of these laborato:rie's (55). are has beGn 
taken to do the He, u, and Th, deterainations on the sample of 
e, LlCtoorite, The meteorites investigated weEe chos n to give the 
tddest possible range of helium contents in order to see whether 
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eey r<;~aruarititas eouid bo detected in·the va:riat:l.on·o:r·3He/4He 
ro.tf!lo£1 tr.i~h absolnta bsliUlU eorrl>entll arid p~r·ticulerly' o 
investigatG as oany es possible of the lll(1'\:eorites uit lm-r helium 
contents, sinc~S it iS to be expected toot· these sampl S \till give 
the best est:U:~uata of the t:rue ~adiocgenic helium conte. to · Th~ 
X>asults ·foX> ·14 metoorites OJ?e s'Uli1ililrisad in ·~able ·31~ , 
. I 
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1 \ -~ 3 4 5 7. 8 9 .... lie Con!gnt- 3He?4He 4He= Con~ent }He con- Uranium Thorium Diam.(cms) Type of N~ (in 10 ces/ grm~ Ra.ti·9 % .(i,n 10- ten~ (in contant contsnt ealcu.lated · fall, 
ot Meteprite · ccs/sX'lll· ) 10-. C<CEJ/ ·(10- gf (10 r from rec- single gm.) . grm.) grn:t. overed mass- or 
.es., as 
.. multipl:e 
·aphe~ical 
!tk:mnt Aylit'f I ,36.8 31·5 28.0 8.8 0.4 2 14.6 I s. 
Trunarugal I 23·59 30·9: 18.0 5·.59 0.32 1.65 42 I s 
Carbo 22.0 28.6 17 •. 10 4.90 0.51 0.65 I 48 I s 
Toluca (Durham) 18.9 29·1 14.60 4.30 0!'58 0.60 I 51 I u 
Saeramento Mts. I 1J=.2·1 30.75 a.6o 2.65 I 
-
I 
-
I 38 I s 
Aris'Pe ··:5· 32 "2.7 •. 2 4.18 1.14 0.46 1·47 I 35 I M 
Bethany (Amalia) :3.4 27.8 2.67 0.73 Oe53 0.92 I 150 I M 
San Marti,n I l•76· 16.8 1·50 0.253 0·75 10·4 Not known INot known 
Henbuey I o.aa 25·4 0·70 0.18 1·07 2.g6 ~6) very lar I M 
Negrillos I ·{).46 19.0 0.387 0"·73 .. - 150 ' I M Bethany (Harvard) :C>'.36 17-·8 0.306 0.054 0.61. 0.94 1=50 I M 
Coahuila I 0.20 23·3 b.163 0.038. 0.40 o.69 132 I M Toluca (llmTiburg} 0.16 19•6 0·13.5 0.026 0.20 2•37 (28) M very large I 
Uwet I 'O.t7 I 11•0 ,. 0•153 0.017 0.31· 0·46 23{?) I S{?) 
T A B L E 31. 
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It cnn be seen from Column 3 of this table that the meas ad 3He/ 
4Ha ratios cover a 'iide range of valu~s from 31.5 to 11. 
I'Jou~ it sccos likely that the lQ:rge veJ:iation in the otal 
hclil.D contents of these meteo:ri te samples ca,n best be O· lained, 
• ' • • t • • ' • .. ' 
' 
not as prGviously by assuning very·different ages up to m~ximum 
. of ?000 million years~ but rather by sug~estine that the majority 
' I • I • 
of meteorite smnples 't'rith lot·r helium content have come 
uithin moteo:rites uith large pre-atmospheric maEies, so 
ao.ve been 't-rell shielded from the effect of cosmic radia 
the saE8les trlth ~arge helium contents are from meteori 
Sf1!1).1 pre-ertmospheric masses? so that they have been s 
l2rgc cosmic radiation effects. A considaration of ~!) .17 makes 
this clear. 
Further, a consideration of the , such as 
it is, set out in columns 8 and 9 or Table 31, tends to lend vaight 
to this vieu. From column 8, it can be seen that the alcttlated 
dio~Gters of the recovered masses of the high-helium-eo tent 
oeteorites ore lout 1vhile the diameters of the lOt'l•hel um .. eonte.nt 
meteori~es oro much higher. (The meteorit~ uith the ighest knotrn 
helium -con~ont - r'I~orden«, of helium content 38.1 x 10 6 ces/grm 
h~s a post-atmospheric diameter of only 8 ems;) Col 9 shows 
that uith the high-helium- content meteorites~ the typ of fall is 
· preponderantly single so. thnt the ·avoilable samples wo ld be from 
fairly nee1r 'Ghe surfaeo, whereas 11 '!rlth tho .;lotr•helium ... ontent 
, s that the 
s~les, tho type ·of· fall is pPedominantly multiple 
samples could t~ll be from the interior of a large mass ich broke 
up on. imp~ct ~th the atmosphare or the ground~.or alter atively 
froo an aeeloaeration of iron masses t1hich separated on 
T!1uo~ eince tha total h,olium content or a ·met.eorit~ 
be tQkGn cs o criterion of its aee valuep 
note the follouing considerations. 
If the straight line obtained in Fig.25 is extrapola ad baek 
to the point uhere the heliun contribution frorn the pr ary eosmie 
radiation is zero (i.e, the point beyond Yhieh only see ndary 
radiation is left to produc~ helium), a ~alue for the eJ4Ha 
ratio of just over 27 % is obtained. A consideration 
shous that a meteorite of diameter approaching already largest 
given in To.ble 31 uould be needed to attenuate the heli. 
production due to primary cosmic radiation at its centl" 
Further, since the enGrgy spectrum of the secondary pe tieles 
~~pears to be mor\3 or lass :;lln~ependcnt of 'Gho energy of the ineid· 
ont particle (32), it uould appear that a further large absorber 
thicknGss Hould Tee needed before the raean energy of th0 secondary 
pt:!rticlcs uould fall of£ sufficiently to produce a 
dec~easa in the ~ef:-He re.tio, due to ~econda:ries, of ,·2 %, Thus, 
it seems th~t the ~in~um 3Het4He rntio of ~he cosmic ~ y produced 
holiU8 in ~ho neteorite samples investig~ted should be bout 27% 
Ptxrther, if ~he eJttrapolation is cer:riGd to 100}1 p:ri 
Q m~Jdnno 3:rxei+Ha ratio of 36~ is obtnined 0 b~t this 
re11liscd in &n extremely sraall·me'Ge?ri te, t/hich might 
succeed in traversing the atmosphere, or tihieh might b 
to be founu if it did. 
radistion, 
d only be 
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The eff~et of fitting differen~ assumed ages to the oup 
of noteo~ites can now bG tried, commoncing uith the age orived 
for Uorocn (2.5' x 108 years, if ell its hsii~·is taken to be. 
cosmic roy produced$ d~ing which tirno its helium p~od ion from 
rDdio-active SOUI'Ces 'UOuld.be quito negligible by Compa.isofi). 
Tha a~ount of heli~ from r~dio-activ~ sourees 9 us~n 
measured uranim and thorium content, is c9.leulated, a . a 
., 
corraetion applied to the ru:1ount of Heliun in tP,e .sampl·. , allo\dng 
o. corrected ~ei+He :ratio to be obtain0d. . .:. 
Tho noount of helium generated during a given time i ob~ained 
by tha follouing.considerations. 
One e~~n of uranit~ prnduoes~ p0r year, 1.202 x 10~7 ecs. of 
balioo, ono gr.nB of thorium produccsp per year~ 2.88 x 
. . . ' -8 
of helium. If ~1e denote by (U) ~nd (Ph) the·· grams of anium and 
thori w per gram of sample, by me the ees • of helium pe gram of 
somplo tihieh h&ve originated f?oa these tuo radio•eleme then 
the ace in years is given by th<a simple formulas 
years. 
Table 32 ce.n nou be compiled •. 
ff) 0 r - rn r ( 3) 8 ( 4) 8 { 
• A,..., .., ~...,.<,; '017"""'""""" _ l Ann 1 .. ':l.v1 0 W'Ot:l'f>~.. A"""" n ~, n _...., .... ..,.,. 
HerJe.. ~ &.gGn.ua· neu 3(4 I Re..goneXlO~--fJGu 3fte. ! Ra.gen.He IY~eu 3, .. I 
l . r.eJ~ \ I &!!t.io • i I Bat.!P o ; 
: 0.265 ; )1.8 } Ool.38 : 31:6 ; 0.074 I 31.5'5 
rn , . .. ···- - . - . - .. - .. , ... -.. . .. . -·--· -~ --· -- ---· --~~ ----
l~~~~~~J.._.,. ·--- -- i o_.236 . 3~·-4 ___ ... _\_ .. --~-~~~~- .. ___ 3~~~- --- --~-----~c06 : 31~22_1 
~::~_(D~h~ju ~- u ~:~~~ f ... .U 29~.o J u ::::: (u :::: uu : u • U ~:~~: : _ _;;: I 
Sacrnmento ~-'Its.. I . - 1 - \ C> : ·= . ""' 1 ·= 
o.246 : 29~-o · ·-~ - o4)i2a ·; ··· 28.1 · . .. -o~o69--\--~?~-~ 
, ' I I 7 I Betha~--(~li;) ___ --- -~--- -0 •. 226- r- ---· JO.-. .. ·---1---- ··-o·.~llS--r--- 2-8~7 --· ·-··, --- 0_.,06-3-t-! --2-8-.. 0-I 
----"- --- ~------- ... -- ----+-- ------- ··------r- --- -----~- -+--- -~- - ---- -----:- . ~ 
San ~1artin 1 . 0 •. 97 1 51 : ~>-0'51 l 25' . ,4 0.27 l 20 ---ii~~b~ -------------- -~--l-----o:55 . ;···--- l20 .... - ... -... r o~2a-- t· ... 42 .. -- ... --:-- --o.15--+-
____________ . ·----·· --·-· -------t--- ..... ------·t·- -·---- ........ -- .. l. ; .... . - _______ _,_ 
Hegri~_lo_s ______ .... __ ..... _·I· .. - _ --~--------: ___________ ; __ -·- _ ~- __ .i~- ___ ~----··-- --~~---~~ = 
Bethany (Harva:rd) . 0.2?3 · 163 l 0.142· 33 0.~»076 : 
r-'It. Ayliff .. 
·----~--
A~ispa. 
... 
I 
coahuila ··· · ·· ····· ····· · ·· o~16? : · · H.Jl~ ··· · ·· · · -~--- · O~os7·· j ·· · 50 ···· ·. ;· ···o:047-r
1
- 33 
::~:·c~~bwg) ..... ::::
3 
\ ~;A·. -r= ~~:~-t!-~---~==l[-·· :::: I ~: 
tJ .. A .. No+. Ann1i~Ah1P.- ThA Radif'H»AfiiC 4ne would be bigger than the to1';al-~0 
~ B L ~ 32o 
He in 10""'6 ces/grm. 
t 
<» 
'1 
• 
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·It Cal\ be se.en tro~ Ta.ble. 32 that ap ;agG of about 1.3 108 
years uould be the best fit, if a common ager value ·is ·to e applied 
. 
at all, (boering in mind the theory or a common catastrop ic origin 
for meteorites), since an aee of t1vice this value gives t o many 
. high. 3ne/4n<J r~tio~, and an age of hal1f this value gives oo many 
loH 3Hehe ratios. 
The reDson for the low 3He/4He measured ratio (i,e~ b low about 
270) of the ·meteorites in the louer part of Table 31 can easily 
be seen. Uith these meteorites, the contribution of He from 
8 
radio-EJctive sources during 1 x 10 years, or even less, is a 
sig~ificant proportion of th~ total ~e in tne rn@teorite , and 
cons.equently has a large effect on lotJering the 3HefHe atios. 
Hith the meteorites at the top of the table, 
4. He produced in such a time is insignificant compared wi h the 
total 4ue, and ·consequently barely alters the 3He~e ra 
' , ' . 
Lastly, if the age of 1,3 x 108 years seems to be ap ica.hle to 
tho oajority of the samples, it is obvious that this nou 
\' II 
only. one half of the age dorived for Morden from cosmic ray 
con~iderations, and this uould only need a value' of the average 
cost1ie ray flux over the past 108 ye.~s of about twice ~ high as 
the present day flux to bring the figures into direct a eement. 
SevcrBl ttoo~ suggesting this higher average value hav been 
advanced (5?(58(59). 
Not all meteorites can be collected into the above m ntioned 
category, however, Of the seventy different meteorit s w·hich 
have been investieated, it appears thnt five .fall into separate 
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class. The data on these five are set out in Table 33· 
TABLE J~· 
Met.Age 
He(in 10-6 U(in 10-8 Th~in (Ca~culated fr m total Name ccs/grm.) g/g). 10- g/g). He ontgnt) (in 1o·· · 
,ears). 
Brenham Township 0.02 o.o6 < 0.7 8p 
Muonionalusta (II) 0.013 0.20 < 1 .1 25 
Bethany (Lion River) o.oo2 0.27 < 1.5 2.6 
Cape York(Ahnighito) < 0.001 o.s6 Oe77 < 1 .1 
Cape York (Savik) < 0.0002 0.20 < 0.23 < 0.67 
The five meteorites in this table could not treated ~n a 
similar manner to the meteorites in Tables 31 and 32, oec~use their· 
absolute helium contents were so low that insufficient ma erial was 
available to produce large enough amounts of helium to be measured 
mass spectrometrically. For example, with Cape York (Sav k) about 
1 o, 000 Brms. would need to be dissolved. However,. it mig1~t be 
possible to apply the "tritium method" to these Samples. 
There is no doubt that, even if all the helium in th~se 
samples is taken to come from radio-active sources alon~, which 
is most probably a very gross exaggeration, the ages of t~ese five 
are very much less than the ages of the majority. Here, one is 
forced to suggest ~ame additional mechanism to account for the 
very low helium content, and a probable one would appear ~o be a 
re-melting by passing close to the sun. · / 
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In the present ~rork, the production of' helium in mateo ic 
irons by coDnic radi&tion has been clearly demonstrated, oth by 
aensurement of the 3nehe ;at.ios of · fo"V.r~een diff'erGnt m taori te 
samplos, and by the measurement of the. expected "depth ef 0ct tt on 
a large ruateorite,.Carbo. The experimental V'alues 
effect" curve in Ca.rbo, arid also figures f'or the·tuo 
meteorites are fitted into a theoretical expected 
heliuo production by cosmic rays in meteorites of differe t masses, 
~nd good agree~ent is obtained.· A calculation nas been one·to 
explain the shape of the 3ae~ija ratio curves obtained fo Carbo, 
and ~crain, satisfactory agreement seems to have been achi ved• 
FinGllYt an attempt bas been made to derive some information about 
tho probable age of the meteorite samples investigated, 
certainly, the previously stated maximum value of 7 x 10 
has been drnstically r~duced~ It is of interest to not 
until a fe'1.uonths ago, astronomical evidence seemed to 
v~luc for the e~e of tho universe of about 2 x 109 year~, while 
(4) 
the ~co of the earth seemed to be 2bout 3.5 x 109 years; and 
previously nentioned \'Jork gave an age for the higher hel um•content 
motooritcs of 7 :~ 109 years. Recontly, hotrevert neu re ults (60), 
9 .. 
indicate Q doubling of the age of the a~iverse to 4 x 10 years, 
&nd the present Hork lO\f9rS the age of rneteol'i tes to trrel beloW the 
accepted ege of the earth, so that the three previously iseo~dant 
values are nou brought into very satisfactory agreement~ 
- Chapter lV -
·. 
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c H A p T E R IV~ 
~QCi;ion 1 - Tho Helj.ym'Apparatus, 
Iptroductipn. 
and Neon Volumes. 
The modern helium apparatus, as described in this. ch pter~ is 
the rcsul~ of cradual development and improvement over a eriod of 
n quarter of a eentnry. The present apparatusu Hhich built 
for tho uo:rk described, is capable of handling and measur ng amount 
of helium en& neon of the order of 1 x 10-8 ccs N.T.PQ uith an 
accuracy or about 1~ to 2%, and amotints of Argon of abou 10-~ ecs 
tnth an accuracy of ~. 
(1) Piz:pni Gq:,eea, 
Tho halitE ena/neon uere.measured in a Pirani gauge~ b.he design 
It is an improvement on the 
pPevious c..'iGs:Lgn in so for as the centrepiece is demounta. le to 
cllou' the l'il£1.v~en~ to be replaced t-rhen ne':essaZ'y. 
For hit;h sensitivity and stability, it is. necessary to have th 
~;cs spa.c0 £JS s~cll as possible, and to maintain the oute jacket at 
a lou taopcreturG; this is achieved by having the out~r aeket clos1 
fitting, ui"Gh tho filament in the snail space ·at the bot om, covere( 
to o depth of about 15 ems~ in a liq1Ifd nitroeen bath. The leads 
to the rfucuistone net circuit are car~ied th~ough the ce tral tube~ 
tn1ieh is previously evocU2ted and sealed off, to prevent 
t08pGrt:rture effects which trot'lld be given by convection a 
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conduc);ion if air uere present. 
The fil~mcnt itself is very'fine Niekel tape~ ~!hich 
to have the best teBperature coefficient of ~esistance f the 
It is about 30 ems. long and is in the shape of' a tv being 
held taught on a glass former by means of a tungsten spr ng, A 
s~all ~Bou.nt of chGrcoal is placed in the side arm to pr teet the 
gaueo from gases relea;;ed during use by the glass 't!]alls nd the 
otopcock CrflOSe. 
In practicer~ tuo identical gauges are used in the 
t0operature bath, one forming a compensating arm in the ridge, 
beincr kept per~anently"evaeuated~ and the other being t e working 
The other two arms are pro ided by a 
resiste9eo b~ and a fixed resistance, and a sensitiva moving coil 
('!QlV.W.O:TIOter iS rl}ounted BC!'O~S ~he bridge~ 
A potentiDl of exactly 1 volt is applied across th gauges 
tmcn in use» and the sensitivity of the gauges to veryi g amounts~ 
helium ~nd neon is adjusted by v~rying the galvanometer shUht. 
By means of this arrangement, it is possible to me sure amount 
of hel1.um antl noon bat1'1Gen about 1 x 10·9 ees.N.,T.P. up to 
-4 M l X 10 ccs. H.I.P. 
Hhcn ccs cmters the gauge the heeted filament los 
due to tree iapact of 11cold" gas molecru12s upon its sur ace, 
consoqu0ntly its resis~onee falls, ~nd the increase in current 
-lJ.... 
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produc s a deflection of the galvanometer spoi; • The T'ii!cn:nal 
conduc. ivity of the g~s is proportional to its prcs~Tiro u:1cn this 
is sme 19 :md consequently~ th~ gQlvv.nomoter deflaction be~rs n 
relationship 'GO the preseure of gas in.trodttcod. 
sensitivity ne.tw:allf varies ui'Gh tho gas .e~loyed, so 
that calibrated ldth both helium ~d neo~. 
The Pirani gauges wore e~librated durina each oxperi~ent 
to o viete small fluctuations in sensitivity due, for exa~plc~ to 
vary ng bath temperatures, slight changes in voltage c~~licd ~o 
the filooants from do.y ·to day, etc. This ues c5lone by introcluc:.lne 
int the gauges 0 .iEmJediately after the Wlkno't'm omou.nts oi hel:l'tm 
and neon had been measure~? accurately mees~ed ~~ounts o? holiv~ 
and neon respectively f~om the cal:i.bre.tton apparatu.s. 
First of all 11 on amount of spectrally pure helium or neon fro~1 
a ese~oir tms neasurcd in the McLeod gauge,· Fig.27, after pU2pinc 
side arm G through t&p F. Tap F uos then· ohutp the Bc:rcu_r 
just to the mark _at H, T:.rhioh allot·red ~he ces to cxpe.nd ifilto 
~ knoun volume (883.8?5 oec) .• defined by the _fi!Ci'eury soniscns~ 
t p F, moo 'Gho ::~ercury in ih.e left hand side of' the pi pot to Cj,uh:lch 
· · s brou: ht e~actly '1;o an etch merk. Since the vol~(J of :r.i ":lf J~+.r 
1 uos. accurately lmom1 (2. 9lt7ces) raisinG tho oereur;v in ves9el 
. . . " 
. labove the :rt"i5ht hand end of the pipette cl ,cuts off in cl 8 !moun 
t"oportion or th® original gas volma, 'h§:~75 tbs. By loucri!;c 
the mercury in the inverted U tl!be llt to a nark at th(l top of tl~o 
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vertical ube~ this frac~ion of the ori~inal gos uas then G~~~n~cd 
(166.383 ccs) eomprised.of the pipettas c1, 
and C2 ~ nd the e1tpansion bulb E~ with the mercury in th0 second 
2 jus'G at an Gtch mork on the left.he.nd side~ 
mercury in.the vessel D2 ~as then raised ebovc the cut off 
of the ight hand end of the pipette c2 (vo1.).283 ccs) 0 end the 
second U tube B2 lo~red just to the top of its 
vertic 1 tube~ so that 3g~a3 ~ Ha946 ths of the o~iginnl ges 
l .383 3. 75 
to exp~nd into the largo compression bulb Ao 
compression bulb A uas then raised 12p to f' boll 
at tho topp so ~hat the gos 1:.res comp~es:Jed i11'Go the Pirrulli 
. . 
,;·. 
gaUge u1th very ltttle dead space dtiO to side tubing, 
Hence 9 since tho original gas vol me ill 'Gho r:icLood liB'D u~s 
Gd by~ x'x 2Z3~ 273 + T °C ecs. 
WQ T,J'• uilai'e P is the 
px-e in mms.,v is 'i:ihe volume in ccs. of th® &as in 'Ghe i2eLc od 
lim £Tom the ~oluae calibration curve p~ewiously·uetcrBinod, ~ 
is the room "t;emperetu.re °C.fJ the ·emoun'(; of eas in:(;rooucod into \;he 
Pi ani gouge uas given bys 
P t V ~l: 8.65'67 ~ 273 .X 10 ~7 CCSc N.P.T. 
273 + T 
By this means~ ~mounts of gas very1ng fro@ 3 x 10·8 ees t~ 
1 x 10-3 ces~ could be introduced into the BQugo. 
Siflcc tho gelvono113etei: scale uas -stY"e.igh'G~ it ''t-7@81 £'mlt'lt1 ·':\.c"cll 
eque.l onguJ_e;go deflections oi' the galvonouotsr (i,e. i'or c~--,~::~ 
amounts of gas i :')troduced into \':he Pirani gt:luc;o) remH.nas taken nee: 
the end of the 50 em. scale ue:re considGrably gree\:er than '(;hose 
taken- · _ ·e;r, .tho cantee ~ thus introducinG an ar:ro:r into tho recdines 
co:rres ont'iing to 'Gh0 position orr the sc~le over uhich the Clcfloetio 
vas me 
The·eori'ection calibration uas made by :lns~Qll:lne a 
resistano~ acros$ one of the Pinani gaug~s, uith ~ oorcury-
in circuit• By adjusting the galvo shunt to the correct 
throt:rihg the mor~m7 ·s't-litch gavo a deflec~ion of tho 
requ red o:rdsr analogoU$ to admitting he lim into the cerugG. 
in 
ctions trere totten over all renges of the scale, &nd it uas 
that uith a deflection of about 6 ems. on a 50 en, 
reedings Qt either end uere about 100 arcat0~ then 
centre .• 
.A graph uas therefo:re drat-m of size of deflection &c;oins~ 
r ge on the scale, a parabolic curve fittod, and a conpPehensivo 
rection table calculated tmich gave the correction to bo applied 
to a.ny reeding betueen given range limits on thG scalo. 
I"'~ H&s thus possible to reduee nny reading to uli1~t t·XJrud hevc 
ben ~cod on a perfectly circular·scalo. 
In practice, ~lso, the act'l!al c1of'lec\;ions given o:v the unknouYJ 
1 ou.nts or helioo and neon "Jere as far as possible te.I:cn over tho 
rune l"'ange as the deflections given by the knoun calibration 
mounts of helium· and neon, t1hich eou+d usuclly be ensured by a 
ough calculation beforehand, so that any error due io this "non-
linearity11 a.ffect of tlle seele uns redueed to neelieible 
proportions. 
separoiion of heliUill Dnd neon is affected by o~ono of.~ 
ating column l:rhich utilises thG fact that those tuo crsos 
are ads ~bod to a morkedly differGnt extent~ under the right 
on activated charcoal cooled in liquid nitrogon •. 
A full 'Ghooret.ical discussion of·the frectionf11 adsor>pt1.olll 
and de opPtion as ~ell as the practical conside~otion of hc22~ and 
oparsrt;ion lles been given by ~lucknuf ( 5 ) • ConsCJ~"t:~.G~·~ly~ 
.n outline or the theory, ond nn account of thG opc~&~ion of 
the m dc~n fraetion~ting column is called for he~e. 
f$CS ui11 dis'(;:ributa 1:~seli' bca'c;~roon c.~ atiBorhoxrt; ont1 e. tiO.fJ 
, the Q'l.Umtity of gas a~sorbed · bein(i de'iiem:t.ncd by~-
1. qu~tity of adsorbent. 
2. o vol~~e of tho ens spaoa. 
3• t~per~tura .of the udsorbent, 
4. e uusorption coefficien·i:: of ~he partieul~r aas. 
Q tity S of cbareoal• 
Ne n - Garo a.. 
The ratio o~ the eoneentretions Cs and Cv in the solid nnd 
v lume phases resp0etively is governed by an equation of the 
L gmuir type : 
= ~ --~-- (1), ~s 
. ' 
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entration of the adsorbate encountered during micro-
analysi is so small that k2Cs is << 1 
and may be neglected.in comparison with 1, so that (I) reduces 
to C = occv where oc i~ the adsorption coefficient for A. 
.S 
distri tition of a quantity A0 of the gas A at equilibrium 
betwee two phases leaves in the volume phase the quantity 
Vc . 
v A 
=-----
and 1 · the solid phase 
== 
1 
1 +0:!! 
v 
= (1 - a) A • 
' 0 
pression a = 1 is called the distribution factor 
of 
The 
1 + OC'~ 
adsorption unit for the gas A. 
B has a distribution factor b = 
1 
s 
1 + Pv 
Now, since the distribution factor "a" may be regarded as the 
The 
fra tion of Gas A in the volume phase, and "b" the fraction of the 
gas B in the volume phase, the condition for the best separation 
wil be obtained when' (a-b) is a max~um. 
The (a-b) 1 1 = 
1 +OC~ 1 + p s -v 
::: v v 
v +OCS v + .ps 
= VS((3 - c:C ) 
(V+ocs) (v+ps> 
. ' 
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= <r-cc> [ v2 + vs l a: vs + p vs + cr p s2_ 
1 1 [v2 + cc VS + f3 VS +~P s2] ::: 
(a ""l' b) (p - Q:) vs 
1 (; «: ~) = + ct' + p + (p-oe) 
when (a-b) is a maximum, i.e. ( 
1 
) 
a - b 
1 
v 
s 
Als , a + b c:: _v __ 
v +a:: s 
+ 
v 
v + p s 
1 + o:p 
(~) 2 
is a minimum, 
= v2 + v p s + v2 + a: sv 
v2 + v p s + v cc s +aps2 
2V2 + v fS s + v Q: s 
::: 1. 
, experiment has sho~m that 2•5 grms. (S) of hard nut charcoal 
liquid nitrogen temperature, adsorbed 26.5 ccs. ( oc S) of helium 
easured at 20°c), and.293 ccs (~ S) of neon• 
gives ~ = 10.60 
~ = 110.72 
the volume (V) of the bulbs to be used are approximately 
volurnep this gives 9 from v s 
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£Jir.d.lcr to'blo eon be t!avolopo€ g'ol? aao n. Ztunt !!ott 0'fW 
civm:t nmlK·:?? of f'roet!oMtioli.'i 'W'!ito in t~e eo11tJn, t!\o c::m~~ts of 
aas tJL· ie~ oro ~e!':!tJ>V®t1 fr~ tt'6o ona of t!!C eolmm ot Dn1 c~.w '--:; 
Oi)Gi'tl ton nt!e-~OJ? onn oo obtainet!, n..l~W c. t1itrt~~bntion ~.r&t~.Jo og cao 
yield ~ee:toot ol)o~e:tion n1Ebor e~n be ~lotted., 
o~ csc.rJtJlC, uith o 3 u."Ait eol~r:L~t t"~oo tho cbovo tatvlc; tho 
iroct~ ons of cus A tr~!eh CQQKl tt~ro~h at oporotton~ 3,~~,~¥>, ••., • 
t Ja3 (I-o.), oo3(I•a)2, 10o.3 (I-n)3 ......_ rooi)cet!ii011; coo 
stmil r'-sr t~. tb coo D. 
:ait~ 900 bG o~an(!od to inel't.:!de {) iT£lctior.nti~G eolt!Jn o£ n!1~ 
_of W\it{Z 0 ooo 'Y;ll'fl;J it iG ,!)opai1:D1o ~o ~cto~i!tq t~~o ~J:::l)cta , 
e.Z, un to rwCDoso~J tJo obtaic.n t1cs A of thG roq~ret1 t1ocroo of 
pU!7:'l.. t. t t1i th eon~t!:Jiootton ~~ coo IJJ ro(h!eo& to a nirr'-rJU::t ZE! 
~ro.et eat tn'lo ccfl in the oto?nao bulb ct tho cru1 oi' tho acu 
free~ onet~c coloo!l m?tor 3~ o~or~t:!ons troJl fon.~tl t.o t;o 9SJ.~ 
l)l'I.W o, ~; noon. P!{W;ro 26 otlouo o t~!en! bri!i-:.n etfrJ nccrJ 
eist~ bnt:ion curbe or't~1~nGtJ on ttle !'!'cc-eio!mtifllQ e~1tr..n. 
or~cin.1tio:1 of t~~o froet1onct!llG eol~a io eo felleun. 
~o r:~r?cm;-y in ttlo fl'o!e.t o.r:~(,! T:Joct: ocet:lo~-n ef? t~4o 
is Pf.'!sce to 3U3t cbovc ·~bo rtnc ocolo ~f1 t~o Tm!bo. ~'10 
o~J .rwon !}luo t!:z.o ~iG~ ceo, p'a.l.ro on.rcon en~ oorJOt!~os 
ll 
oi? o!"con aoo !litF!oC0!11. ~r<J tOplorcd troo tEi.o ci~oolotwc 
:!.fa to t;t~O fiZ?St C~Qf'COOl tubo Cl ti!lO~ o.ll tho QCOOO o~cc,t 
tho olim cgW moon n?O co:::J)91Gtol~ ut!Go~bctl, tlio.!n 'Dt::c c.c~eil!"Y 
Unit No. 
I 
FIG. 29 
Unit No. 
IS 
Fractionating column 
Sample tube 
filling 
Fractionating column and Firani gauges. 
p 
f Vuuum 
Pi rani 
g~ugcs 
u 101 W 
f~ont of th0 col~n is louered just iuto·thc neck of tho 
the ~nbe doun the esntre of thG bulb is opened to the bulb 
and· e helium and nGon prcs0nt oquilibr~t~ tharnsolvcs bcttrecn 
the g s phocG and· tha solid phase --.. about ??% helitm :ln tho 
l'une, about 25~ on 'Ghe cha:reo~, tri.. th s.bout 25'~. neon in 
s space and about ?5~ o~ the charcoal. The ~ercury in the 
. . 
. . 
front of the col~ is then raiscdp compressing the helium and 
neon nto the sid~ tube, Qn~ th~ mercury in the back of.the 
~ . .. ~ ~. ; . . ' . . . - .. 
lot-rared, allouing the gas to expand into the first of the 
rear ulbs. The back mercury is then raisedt cornpressincr tho 
gas second side tub~·ana bringing it into eontaet uith 
the tubo c2• 
is is one complate operation. ~fuen the front mercury is 
lotror a again, the gas in the second charcoal tube again 
equil-ibrt:.too itself' uith the gas volume so that 77'P of the neon 
is while only 25% of the helium is held, and the cyelo 
is 
on the second lot-rering of the front mercury~ the 
h.eli and neon "'hich ues loft behind on the first ehnreoal t-rill 
egein distribute itsolf 'betueen the volume space £1nd the charcoal, 
so th t 75~ of the re0aining neon is.retained and only 25% of the. 
This ga.s_is then transferred to the second 
al and comhined ~Jith the gas .. remaining there. ThuSs as tho 
is continuously operated in this fashion, the total effect 
is that the helium is progressively taken foruard through the 
"t-Yhilo 'i;he neon is rataine~"~:f.-~··{.ll8.~,irst amount of holim 
' ·72:~;.:(i')5?: h 
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expan s pest the v~ntil into the lerge storeee bulbA at tho 16th 
gredoolly rises to a mexirnum 0!1ount ot the 23ro 
and then tails offp as shoun in Figure 28, so thot 
o.7,% neon is collected Up to operation 36• This 
ed ~n the large bulb at the end of tho .fractioneting 
col , of volume more than one litre, so t~at, when the sercury 
the gas into.the pirani gauge, only about 
i% ~t be gas is left in the dead space tubing. 
the 
sava urtneeessary operations in fractionating the neon, 
st DeHar flask on the column is lowered so the.t only tho 
rcoal tuba, tmieh is 10\ver than the other three in the 
is immersed in the~iquid nitrogen after operation 25, the. 
last b tch of helium hoving passed ~he fourth charcoal tube by 
After the 29th operation, the second D0oor i'lask is 
remove altogether, the third after operation 33, end the lest 
36.. This progressively release~ the neon fron 
that a furthGr 25 operations suffice to bring the 
neon t1rough into the compression bulb. 
F r convenience, the f:ractionatine collmlfl Has I?lQdc to 
operat eutonatically, so that it could be set to do any number of 
ope :rat ons up to 27, and then st-Ji tch itself off. This uo.s 
aehiev d by having the air inlet and vacuum lead to the morcury 
reserv irs controlled by fine jets, opGned or shut.off bye rubb0r 
ga~ket a.ttaehed to the bottom of a steel slug, The slugs could 
be lif ed or lowared by means ot solenoids, and the solenoids 11e:re 
co~le in pairs so that ~men tha ~acuum jet ~as open~ the air jet 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ . .., 
""" ~ 
0 ~ ·~ 
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~ 
• 
€! ~ ~) ~ :.J ~ f 
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/ 
GOloMi a b:; oocns o-'Z tuo ;?el.a!l's eou-opoJ:c'Uo6l b~i a OZ]'nel~n~:>® 
~otor, ,~ ;lcb Qlso c:\rove a tl1ol indicGt:!f!e tho ntt:iTJor 61? ovm:·Gt~ons 
li't?or-otatl gpoB ncteeJri toe ~;\:1 cci<J 
l!iaool" ·ton u2.11 bo oeeo::.1p.:m.ic~1 by va~y!ne! o::1ew-~to of Hotor vt;Dour 
ror1ovG~ beioro l:')ooolhC ~!20 cosefJ in~e tho eoltt?n, o't;ooruinc t!~o 
(()~ tuba l~adinc to t~o Zi~~t otmrooo! t!!1i'G ucmle l~cecmc 
tntf:a it'!Gt GJlll too hy'42~~~C0.!1 DU!'!t hG !--Cf.WV~~t DO th1s eo·:C'S 
c~cc:'Ption of oolim om-1 neon, trlll bo ~t~inciJ ct the 
_ O!t?cosl tubo, tocet~avr: uith tho VW.lC OR*JCCD eo...~!ct•• 
Thus 0 £GW WSt~~ prc:BW?G ot !)'Ul."Q oxsrcen O.l'fl lot ~rr(.o the Cisnolvi....n: 
vessG1 irc::J c rooo~o!r, c;ne1 th;~e !o f 1uthet1 o.!tto t.tlcc e!!ureo:.)1 
tt~'be G (l?:tr;.30) tf~ich iG <.:oolctl :1n l!qU1~ n! t:rcc;c~11t caiTy!nc tho 
mCtjor to.v~; of t~:~t hc:U.~tm O!!t4 othor co~c1 Hi th it. The nozoeury 
in the ~n.e21 1J ~s !~Gt't ~~oioce joot el;ovc tiao ~=:t: to cot o~ a 
nQn•re lU"ft volvo ~o provont bt:(j!.: tii~!on. ot !lo1:l'Tl. ~..io 
proccs is t)opeo~wt1 si~ timco, uhieh !s s~:?ieicnt to ecr-r.y tho 
B C 
FIG.3f 
'.• •··. 
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the last traces of hydrogen. 
rculating pump is comprised of a small steal sl~ 
in a glass jacket, uhich fits inside the outer tubinG 
minimum of clearenee, 
rise and fall by means of the solenoid, so that the Go,ses 
" . steadily past the t\'10 non-return ball va¥s K. Tho 
water v pour is trapped out et t~e SBP.6 ~ime. ~he tap J io thon 
R opened, und the gas from the eirculstine 
... 
s toplered into -Ghe first eharcoal tube of tho fraction-
stern (Fi~, 29) .. 
gas~ free from helium and neon~ is nGsded to act as a 
ges for the s~all amounts of helium and neon involved in 
meteor,te analyses and stratospheric air investie;ation, and also 
period 
the last traces of hydrogen uhen ucid dissolution of iron 
gas ·tms preptu•ed by c1ecomposing hyclro~en 
e by means of plathurn blaek, but the ~eaction is not 
lablo, since the peroxide decomposes spontaneously und0~ 
a.!!-d more iurpor·~ant, in the presence of' );he hydrogen 
e solution, the vapour pressure in the syste0 cannot be 
·: . . 
belovr a few mms. of mercury, so that the air adsorbed on 
ss uall eanno:t be rigorously pm1ped e.t:my, even ov~r a lon~ 
lnst ad~ corn!11ercial cylinder oxyge!l ues usot1 and p1Jrifiot1 in 
the sy tern shoun (Pig.31), 
... 105 ... 
e Whole systan is first rigorously evac~ted, ond tho 
1 in the tube F baked for about one hour at 200°C. T'ae 
oxygen cylinder is then connected to the T piee0 E by rubbor 
. . . 
tubing~ a glass tube dipping into the flask of mercury coP~octed 
to the other limb and the oxygen turned on so that the ~ piece is 
ushed out and the oxyeen bubbles continuously pas'G the 
After a feu minutes th~ tap D is cautiously opened, so 
ygen passes slouly into the reservoir systornp ma.ifl.tt1ininB 
.. 
gen pressure in the rubber tubinrg to prevent air 1Gf.1l!ing in, 
' 
e system contains oxyBen to atmospheric pressure~ the tap 
the major paTt of tn~ oxygen is liquified in tho trap 
s of liquid nitrogen, the tap B is.elosed ~n.d most of the 
the oxygen is adsorbed on the eharcool~ using liquid 
3n~ until a pressure of only a few oms. mercury is left in 
The tap C to vacuum is then opened~ and tho residual 
n~ainine the major part of the helium and neon is p~pad 
away f r about 5 minutes. The tap C is then closod, the liquid 
n removed from the charcoal tube, and tthen this has tmrmed 
tap E is opened and the liquid oxygen allowed to boil off, 
le process is repeated about sL~ times, and the hali~ and 
e thus fractionated tn:my, leaving the reservoir full of' 
heli and ... neon-tree oxygen at a pressure of only tuo or three 
eters belov atmospheric pressure. 
sample of the purified oxygen is then passed through the 
onating column, .about ten times larger in qU£ntity than 
lly used in an e~er~ent, and if any trace of helium or 
the 
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found, the process is repeated again until tho o1~ygen in 
of satisfactory quality. 
also found that once the ~gen ~s freed from hcl1urn 
this extent, it would remain pure for several months 
contrary to previous information (8)'. 
A typical axperiment~l calculation for a str~tosphGric air 
given belot'T • 
2• Af't r 1st heating of copper spiral. Pressure:0.5'62cms.T.l9.l~C. 
(20 mins.) 
3• At·~ r 2nd heating of coppe:r spiral. Pxoessure=0.5'62ems.'ll9.1°C. (5' ins,) 
::: .o....5.6.2. X 8 • 349 X 2.2l ~ 292.1 
e 2~2g~ c~s p,k,p• 
t-~oLeod pressure 2,566 css. at volume,.,_ Jr (0.3677 ccs). 
1'his m ans that 2.566 x 0.3677 x 8-.65'67 .lt 2~3 x 10Il ccs rr .T.P. 
29 .3 
or hel um vill be delivered by the pipette~ 
:::: 7.529 8 1o•7 ccs XhT•f• 
• Rea ing I tl1'i1) 
Rea ing II(602) 
8.97 erose 
a.a;.ems, 
~ Average + l% = 9.oo cpg, 
. . .. 
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Theref re sansitivity of eauges to helium e 2·52D_¥ 10a7 ees/cas 
(on s nsitivity zoange 10} 9.00 
Galvan meter Defleeti~ 
from 0 erations 16-36~~6~36) 
_.. . ( ) 
o • ., He tum amount 
~ :: a. )69 fh 10-8ecv.eLens.. 
:;;: 9'2'7 CBS e 
= 9.2~8e389irlo·8ces. 
Ground level Helium in % of Uitrogen 
plus A gon ~lurne 
0 
(A 01) 10.495' ems. 
(Ac
2
) 10.275 CDSo 
(AA ) · 10.030 ems~' ' 
'"'3 
_ ........... 
-----
~ ) .'lit 
) Average • 2t~ = lQ.4?J cnEt• 
) 
) 
S nsitivity of Ga~,_go to Neon ( ensitiv1'ty range 10). 
-I08-
lvanometer Deflection for 
erations 37-6I ( d ) 
37-6I 
amount 
eon to Nitrogen plus 
rgon % {B-8) 
0 ound level Neon to Nitrogen 
p us Argon ratio: 
(Stratosphere) Ground level 
essure of original air 
le in pipette. 
Air vol. 
P ssure after o2 removal 
• after 02 removal 
i.e. 
Me suring McLeod reading 
of Argon. 
= 13.44 ems. 
-8 
= 13.44 X II.7I X IO cca 
-8 
= 157.5 x IO ccs N.T.P. 
-4 
= 157.5 x IO 
5.772 -4 
=2].29 X IO % 
-4 
= 22.94 X IO % 
= I.I86 
= Oi695 ems. T. I9.2°C. 
= ~ X 8.349 X £Z2_ 
·~ 292.2 
= 7I.36.MLitres. 
J 
= 0.649 ems. T. I9.2°C. 
= 66.62 MLi tree. 
} 
= 0.695 ems. P at 21° c. 
0.695 X 1.005 = 0.698 
No , from the calibration curve 
(The I .QO.S is the correction 
applied for pressure in the 
open ltn.'ti cf the McLeod gauge 
due to Argon ·left in the 
dead apace.) 
of the McLeod gauge closed limb, 0.698 ems. press., is 
equivalent to 
0. 695 f:\ Litre a volume. 
} 
' 
-!09..; 
:.Ar on % of Nitrogen plus 
Argo volume (B-8) 
Argo % of Nitrogen plus 
Argo volume( Ground level) 
Stratosphere 
Ground level 
=~ 
Ob."b2 
-· I.043 % 
= I.I?9 % 
= 0.886 
*N.B. The I% addition for two readings, or the 2~ addition 
for hree readings, is made to allow for the small decrease 
work 
amount of helium or neon delivered from the pipetting 
! ~ 
with each successive delivery. This correction has been 
out from the known volumes of the pipette components. 
n addltion, it will be noted that the above readings 
for were worked out using the ratios of He, Ne, and 
Are to ( N2 +A). When it was observed with the first 
two amplee, B-6 and B-8, that some depletion of Argon was 
rat1 N2 onlyp and subsequent results were worked out on this 
basi • 
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APPE~~IX 
+=+=+=+ 
S ecial lnvesti ation or' the Bedd elert Meteorite. 
(a ntroduction • 
. The Beddgelert meteorite. was one of special intereet,since 
it e the most recently observed fall in this country. Details 
of is fall are given in a published paper (6I). Before entering 
the arth's magnetic field, a meteorite will be exposed to the 
full force of the cosmic radiation; it is to be assumed that 
unde its impact a certain number of atoms in the meteorite will 
- 110 ~·· 
ntert:ratad, Hith tho production of some radio~activo 
A rough calculation shous that any radio-activity 
thus duced can only be feeble, but it did seem worth ~mile 
g a meteorite shortly after its fall to _find whether it 
$d a meas~able activity additional to that due to its 
and thorium content. 
e first .measw:'ements ~:rere made tri th a ~-ray Geiger-counter 
ays a.fter its tall~ with the following results:-
~~~~· 1~.2, 13•6 GPtm• 
1~~2, ~3.6t l4.S ••P•m~ 
e following day· a piece of magnetite of similar shape and 
s measured for activity and gavea 
14.2, 14.5, 14-•. 2, 13.8 Ci).m 
a ne:rt day UEI repeated the meteorite measurements u:lth 
r.preeision:~ 
12.3~ 0,5 c.p.m. 
13~?t 0,3 c.p.m. 
13.7~ o.~ e.p.m. 
13.7! o.5 c.p.m. 
show that 11 and 13 days afte~ its fali no detectable 
ity vas present. 
e meteorite is classed as a black; crystalline chonrnite, 
11 iron inclusions forming 18% by '"eight ·of the meteorite, 
It uas decided to do independent age 
~vo phases; and for this reason, thG stone 
and i on phases had to be separated. 
,. 111'' 
- . 11!8 
of all, preliminery experiments trore curried out to 
see: ·ho 1 much helium was released from the stone pbbs'e· by heating 
n vacuo·at about.4oOOc. :From iator results 9 it tms found 
y about io~ of the helium was roleased by this m0th0d. 
e sepa~a.tion of the stone and iron phases was achieved by 
taking about 2 grms, of Bethlegert and crushing it thoroughlyin 
an aga e mortar and pestle• The povmer and small iron nodules 
. . 
. ' 
in-a geoloeical sieve, when it ues found that 
·sites of iron·nodules were separated out by the different 
and a very fine:pouaer~·with extreflely sDall iron 
fra.gme ts, ~ms left. The iron nodules \!S:re retoincd for 
. rneasur ments of the helium content of the iron phase, and the 
powder was:subjeotec1·to magnetic separation, 1:1hieh extracted a 
uantity of iron particles and left an entirely non~nognetic 
for helium determinations. 
e method·of acid dissolution of-the iron nodules uas 
the sarte a.s that ·used before • Any small grains of 
te phase t1hich had been ground into the iron nodules d"ring 
the p ering process ~e~e washed out of the flask after the 
disso tion of the iron, and were 1-reiehed so as to allow a 
.applied to the ~ignt of iron initially taken 
of relea.sing the helium first t:ried was to break 
off a small piece of the meteorite, po~roer it in an agatG mortcr 
and pestle, sieve out the iron pieces, and heat the potroer alone 
.... 112.-
in a platinum furnace in vacuo. 
t~ro results obtained Here s 
heat0d fo~ one hour. 
heeted.for 3! hours. 
these tHo figures "Vrere not in good aareement 11 it uas 
thoug t that some h~lium might be leaking e:t1ay during the poudoriu 
that next~ hel~um determinations on small solid 
1~1ere tried fl without po"troering. 
1.258 x J.0~6ccs/gt; • heated for 8 hours at 800°c. 
same sample reheated for another four hours eave 
a.684 • lQ-6 ccslm. 
same sample heated for another 42 hours at 850°C eave 
Q.4? x 3,0•6 cc:;s/itm• 
same sample reheated at 850°0 for ~ hours gave no more 
helium .• 
This rought the total of helium for· this sample after 1~ hours 
heati 2•413 x 10""6ees/grm, 
a) 1.535 x 10•6 ccs/grm • 3 hours heating at 900°C 
b) Oo$38 x 10 ~6 ces/grm • 2 hours more at 900°C 
c) no more helium after l hour more at 900°C 
Total 2.023 ;;' J.0.-6 ccs/e;rm. 
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·chese foUl" ~osuJ.ts t1e:rc progressively loHC:[> Gacn -'t~ime~ it 
that themeteorite mightbe losing:hel:lum. fe.:lTly qrueklyl.l 
.abovo series of determinations lJ~l"e done I:Yi \ihin fou.:: uc~cks. 
. . . 
f.10l"e ve.r~ plotting ·the results, a gX"aph of ~ho r~ro ~ivGn in 
Fig e.32 was obtained, 
It tm.s the~efore decided to find out if tho moteor>-i 'Gc YJCS 
Two bulbs 1rlth a tap and g~ounu &I~ss co~G ~o 
t·~e:v coUld be fitted· straight on to the nppm>2!t·~ll uo1eG : 1t::dc 
as possible.. . A qoontity of the £!eteo:-::tto 
cornv· sed of' severol small f:ra&ments and about fov..r tkes ~s =:t:.ct:1 
·, 
·as n X'mally used? fo.r a determination~ Has int:roc11.1:eet1 i::r:;c ceo 
. . . 
uhich was then rigorously ~acuatod for ~ hour~ t2c tQp 
and a quantity of ruercury poured dotm ifi·;;o th0 -;;ubc ~bovo 
to prevent the tap leaking ail" &.cross it. T!w ot~1o:r bulb 
"t·ras eft Gmpty» evacuated and sealed in exactly tho SGtie ctQfi.llOr. 
l0ft to stand for 14 days'- On deteruinine tho 
amo ts of helium in both, 'lihe results 1:rere ; .. 
· (l) b contc.ining meteorite sample, 2,.5' x 10·8 ecs heliw. 
(2) 3•8 x 10-0 ecs hslit::J. 
Thus · it se0ms that the meteorite 'could no'{; be losl:itlB holiUI:l &t 
room temp~rnture~ and the larger figure for the blaru{ bulb is 
prob bly due to the feet that ~~ was u little lergor the~ the 
othe one lTl th therefoi"e a large~ surface are~. 
tt H11S no'tf d~ided to try the effect of using e. flux to brine 
tnc tone phas~ into solution. A small platinum thfuble ·Hen ~ac 
ui th o. J~one platinum ·uire atte,ched, so that the metcos--:1 \Jo s~.~)1c 
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and flux could be. put into the thimble and louer~d into tho bottor 
of e platimm ~nace QS shot-m in Fig.33. 
·· A.R .. P_otass:l,.Uiil hydroxide pelle'Gs 'IJGro used as i'lvxl! 
and a pr~ 1 iminary .e.xper~~:m t on the fl tiX alone shoued · tha·G it 
.About 0.05 grms. of poudsred meteorite 
ed for each deterillination, with 4 pellets of KOH as flmtp 
as heated for 3 hoUrs at 8?0°C • 
...,.~.M.Qif h contS1ot · in 10·6 gcs/gnij. 
•720 
~~e$ .a6.a .ilk lQ~6 ccs/g:cth 
It Bas obvious that there wa~ some inhomogeniety or sempline 
the uw~hod · so far used, which ~Jas just to use a small chip 
of t e meteorite, taken at random from .any part of thG meteorite 
.... a out 0.05 grms., potldar it, and use it for a deteR'minotiono 
s thus decided to take the residual po~ruer fl~om the rncth~ 
to separate the iron and stone phases; and do a determination 
About 1. 5 grms. of youd~~~ ~ntirely non"!'m.agnetic P and 
fine y grouncl 9 't:Tas lefl; so a portion' of this uas taken by the 
"con ng and quartering" method, and gave the ·follotJing he li'lEI 
. . 
4o,"26 X 10 -6 ccs He/grf4•· 
Parts of the work for this thesis have already 
been published in the following papers. 
1. hackett, K.F., Golden, J., Mercer, E.R., Paneth, F.A., 
and Reasbeck, P., Geochim. et Cosmochim. Acta, 1950, 1, 
2. hackett, K.F., Paneth, F.A., Reasbeck, P., and Wiborg, B.S., 
ature 1951, ~' 358. 
3. aneth, F.A., Reasbeck, P., Mayne, K.I., Geochim. et 
osmochim. Acta 1952, £, 300. 
5. hackett, K.F., Reasbeck, P., Wilson, E.J., Geochim. et 
osmochim. Acta 1953, ~~ 261. 
6. easbeck, P., Wiborg, B.s., Report of the Oxford Conference 
n upper atmospheric rocket exploration Aug. 1953 
Pergamon Press) tn the press. 
7• a.c., Reasbeek,- P., Thomson, S.J., and Mayne, K.I., 
In the press. 
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e next .;~~periment W'!dertaken t<Je,s to investi(ln'Ge hot-r the 
heli release \·lith rise i.1:1 tenpe?atur<.l eompared Hith that for e 
' 
stone-meteorite, and an iron meteorite. Accordingly a sa:aple of 
0.15' grras •. veigbt llf&S broken off the LJeteoritG.ll crushed Up~ thougl: 
not oo finely pot-Jdered1 and inserted into the furnace. It ·t:!&S 
then heated .in stages of l00°C difference in tempera'G'l:WO for three 
hour at a time, with no fl~~~ to.find out what% of helium is 
se-d at each te-mpel'ature ~· ~o Sod'e •. Fin~lly six KOH 
ts were introduced; and ·~he 't:Jhol.e heated fo:t ~t10 hours at 
.. . ' . 
to.~elease the last traces ~f helium • 
. ~ A B L E 3!t. 
----t-----i---~~20_2_. ___ ___)_ .. ~':_~_ .. 8_9?_' ___ j_· 14.890. 
1.1s6 . 1 a.o26 22.916 
r-~----~-----------------~~ 
2.J.:.a1 1 16.a3o 39. 11.:.6 
+-~r---------------------~----~-1---·l--·--4_•!_~~- ---- _____ J 28~360 68.106 
2e570 1· .1'7.390 85.496 
----4---------------~----------~ 
1.140 7.?13 93.209 
+-~-----~--------·-------4----- --------+------------~ 
1&000 6.766 100. 
----------+-----------~ 
1'+. ??8 
The ~esults are plotted in Figure 34. 
Aooo:w.*'+l"~lloiiWoi~~~~~~!a.ki~Ao\• ( 3 hours heeting e:t et1ch stngG) ~ 
.-*"'lW~= Stone Meteo!'i t0 .. Pul tu.slr, 
so 
'116 .. .. """ 
1 Stone l.feteorite ""' Beddgelert, 
Iron Meteorite· .... Mount Ayliff• 
obvious that the curves A and' B are closely similar~ 
loses helium at about the same rate as Pt!l tusk, 
alth ugh the former is 0uch harder thnn the latter. The hi~her 
loss for Beddgelert at lou tel!lperatures may be due to the 
expansion of the: iron and stone opening up micro-
allo~r some of the heliui::l to- escape woro roai:1ily. 
IrQn Ph~;lse 1 
The iron nodules were graded into five different sizes by tho 
fiva.dit'ferent meshes in the geological sieve, Gild there seemed to 
be s me difference in helium content between the various sizes of 
.nod 
1. 
2. 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
es. Thus, for example, the results obtain~d ~reres 
ne -6 . I cpptent in 10 ccs mnn. 
rgest size nodules 1.90 
size nodules. 2.02 
Second size nodules 5.30 
Second size nodules 4.20 
Third size nodules 1.65 
of time prevented any further experiments being done on the 
erant sized nodules, and the helium figure 11as averaged out 
' .. ' 
l'Jeight of the separated iron phases~ giving . 
.n&.~,.....~--....¥~~~ as the ~elium content of the iron phase. 
the variatiGn in the heliun content of the differ~ 
... 117 .., 
sized iron nodules renr0scnted a different concentration of 
~ . ' 
Uranium and 'fhorium in the .various nodul~ sizes but more uork 
would have to be done before the apparent variation could be 
confi!rr;led! 
Expex iruent 1 ; 
u 2: 
tl 3 : 
II 4 : 
II 
' : 
.. 6 • .. 
u 7 a 
It 8 • 
' 
-6 
·!je content in 10 ccsJero, 
"/5. ?);<) 
4,837 
17,230 
16.010 
14.210 
30.720 
40,260 
14.778 
Tabl~ 35 gives the values of the helium; urani~ and thorium 
cont:nts for both the phases, and the de~ived ages, assumincr all 
tne peliurn to be radio~enic. 
I '!0061 I I 
IHe 1n 10 I U ,. !f} l Ages I ecs/grm ! in 10•8g/gt in 10· r;/g 1 (c~lculated 
~ j 1 I from total He) 
. I · in 10 tlyecrs. 
l 
'Meta 1 Phase + + 2.8 9.1~1 8.5-~.9 2 
,__. __ ·~-· ·----·-· 
Sili ca:te phasa 
. ,_ .. ··~- ·--.-----r------·-
26. 7 10.8 .. 2, 7 39-+s 10 
t-J'I~ile the heliuo deteminations 't·torG dono on ~mnplcs of 30 or 
4o r illigl.~f'.:ITls ~ and the urani u.m and thorium analyses on 20 or: 30 
gr:::L samples, the heli'ilill results e.ro avera~es of' sevGraJ. 
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inations, and it is therefore feirly safG to use the figures 
for ge calculations~ Ideally~ it-rwoul.d bG best to detorEJine 
the elitl1¥t uranium and thorium contents of one end the se.mG ser1pl 
but · his presents diff.icul t problems from the point of" vieu of 
lving ogent~ in the case of iron meteorites, since acid 
lution of the large amounts of irons necessary for thorium 
ses t1ould :require a very large dissolv~ng vessel and uonl.d 
also generate many litres of hydrog~n uhich.uould be troublesome 
to r move; and potassium-cupric chloridG, W?ich generates no 
the 
satisfactory from tbe poin~ of vieu of radio-
Hot-rever, from the aboVG figures, it seems that 
. ' 
of the tuo phases are widely different~ tho age of the 
sili ate phase being about five times tha ~ge of tho iron phase~ 
calculation n~glects the cosmogen~c Helium production found 
p but this factor trlll merely alter the absolute aGe values, 
the large difference will still be present, since the 
prod ction of helium in stone and iron by cosmic rays is thought t1 
be 
Furtherp work is at present under l~ay on the pollasite 
am Township", the age of the silicate phase ts being 
mined independently with the upotassium~Argon"·method by 
Dr. .J~Thomson, of this laboratory, and tha ages of the silicate 
and iron phases are being deterained tdth ~he 'llGlium r-rethod" by 
the t<Tri ter, Prelimin~ry results seem to indic~te that in this 
met orite, also, the stone phase is conside-rebly older ~~han the 
iro· phase • 
. 
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